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Abstract
Urban building arrangements such as packing density, orientation and size are known to
influence the microclimate surrounding each building. Studies on the impact of urban
microclimatic changes on convective heat transfer coefficient (CHTC) from a stock of
buildings, however, have been rare in surveyed literature. The present study focusses on
numerical and analytical investigation of CHTC from building-like models with
homogeneous and quasi-heterogeneous arrangement of obstacles. Consequently, the study
discusses the CHTC response in relation to broader changes in the urban surface form. Part
of the process involves the development of a simplified one-dimensional semi-analytical
CHTC model based on a simplified analytical mean wind velocity flow profile for urban
canopies. The remaining portion consists of performing sets of CFD simulations to obtain
CHTC values for a broader range of packing densities. Analysis and results of the study
reveal that CHTC is affected both by changes in planar as well as frontal densities. These
changes might lead to up to 2.5 times higher or approximately an order lower CHTC
compared to the conventional u10 formulations (based on upstream reference conditions at
10 m from the ground), which are mostly done without considering packing density effects.
It is observed that the least CHTC values lie at higher planar densities, whereas the highest
CHTC corresponds to the combination of the lowest planar and highest frontal densities
for the windward and leeward surfaces. An increase in planar area density increases the
CHTC at smaller frontal densities for top and lateral surfaces. The study reveals the CHTC
estimate from conventional models may have mostly been overestimated compared with
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the values for buildings in city neighborhoods. New correlations for estimating CHTC for
three canopy flow regimes are proposed. A relationship is also recognized between CHTC
and the land-use class assignment of an urban neighborhood. The simplified analytical
model, proposed correlations and the semi-analytical model are expected to enable
estimation of CHTC for buildings located in urban neighborhoods based on the built area
density or land-use class.

Keywords
Roughness sublayer flow (RSL), Canopy flow, Mean velocity profile, Wind speed, Urban
microclimate, Flow regimes, Packing density, Frontal area density, Planar area density,
Turbulence, Turbulence intensity, Convective heat transfer coefficient (CHTC), building
energy consumption, Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD).
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Summary for Lay Audience
Building heating/cooling energy consumption saving measures help decrease the operating
cost and tackle the issue of climate change through reducing greenhouse gas emission. An
aspect of this saving strategy is the proper measurement of the various energy fluxes. One
way a building loses energy is through convection. Convection is the energy the building
loses when wind blows over its surface. As such, a high-intensity wind, thus, takes more
heat than a low-intensity wind. However, wind effect on a building that is standing alone
(or near few buildings) is different from a building that is surrounded by many nearby
buildings. The strength of convective heat loss is often represented by a parameter known
convective heat transfer coefficient (CHTC). This parameter is usually only related to the
wind intensity (velocity). The current research attempts to develop an accurate estimate of
this CHTC based on how buildings are packed (packing density) in a neighborhood,
besides the wind speed. Through the findings of this research and the proposed correlations,
one can now estimate CHTC (and hence convective heat loss) for buildings with various
packing densities (neighborhoods such as residential, downtown, industrial, etc.).
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Chapter 1
1 Introduction
1.1

Motivation

In recent decades, building performance research has been one of the major areas of interest
due to heightened demand for sustainability and energy use awareness. A World Bank
report shows 70% of the greenhouse gas emission is caused in cities (UN-Habitat 2011).
In North America, more than 30% and in Europe more than 50% of the energy produced
each year is consumed in buildings respectively. Of this, over 50% is for conditioning of
spaces. As UN report indicates, more than 66% of the world population starts to live in
urban places by 2050 (UN - DESA 2018). The International Energy Agency (IEA 2011)
declares energy use in buildings is expected to double by 2050 unless effective remedial
actions are taken. Bordass and Leaman (2013) indicated that there is still ‘disappointing
disparity’ between energy performance evaluations performed during buildings’ operation
against performance predictions at the design stage.
An aspect of the effort to improve energy modeling in buildings is through finding
consistent convective heat transfer coefficient (CHTC) of the building surfaces that allows
for flexibility due to changes in the local microclimate. A feature of the urban surface form
is how it transforms the upstream wind flow into a specific airflow flow field near
buildings. Oke (1988) identified different flow regimes corresponding to varying levels of
aggregation between idealized building-like obstacles. Therefore, the urban surface form
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is a contributing factor to the variations in CHTC (Lui et al. 2013) in different sections of
urban places.

1.2
1.2.1

Theoretical background
Convective heat transfer

The convective heat flux from a surface is, generally, accounted for using Newton’s law
of cooling. i.e.,
𝑞" = ℎ (𝑇𝑠 − 𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑓 )

Eq.1.1

where q” is the convective heat flux from the surface [w/m2]; h is the CHTC [w/K.m2]; Ts
is temperature of the surface, and Tref is the reference temperature. The CHTC characterizes
the thermal resistance of the fluid layer near the surface. It is usually determined from
controlled experiments or numerical simulations with given heat flux and ∆T (= Ts -Tref).
This resistance term forms part of the overall thermal resistance of the building system, in
combination with the conductive resistance of the thermal massing of the building.
The convective heat transfer coefficient can be related to the velocity and temperature
profiles (Figure 1.1) in the near-wall fluid film through Fourier’s law of heat conduction.
i.e.,
𝑞" = 𝑘𝑓 𝑑𝑇/𝑑𝑦

Eq.1.2

where kf is the thermal conductivity of the fluid film, and y is a distance normal to the
surface.

3

Figure 1.1 Convective flux from a hot surface (u and T are fluid velocity and
temperature respectively; uꚙ and Tref are reference free-stream velocity and
temperature of the undisturbed flow)

1.2.2

CHTC correlations for buildings

Experimental and CFD studies on CHTC from building surfaces has resulted in dozens of
correlations that are currently in use (Mirsadeghi et al. 2013, Defraeye et al. 2011, and
Palyvos 2008). In general, the CHTC is related to the wind velocity by a power-law
relation. However, there are some earlier exceptions (Palyvos 2008) that put the
relationship as linear (especially for models with natural convection).
Surveyed literature indicates there is notable variability in the value of CHTC obtained
from different correlations. The variability is often associated with the specificity of the
model/full-scale experimental conditions (Evangelisti et al. 2017, Mirsadeghi et al. 2013,
Defraeye et al. 2011, Emmel et al. 2007); or changes in the local microscale from the
upstream reference states (Chen et al. 2017). Hence, some studies adopted a local reference
scale as shown in Figure 1.2 (a given distance near an elevation or a roof surface). However,
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the results obtained from this effort do still have disagreements. Figure 1.3 indicated plots
of various correlations against adopted reference velocities; us on the side of an elevation
surface, uR above the roof surface and uH at the building height. The plots indicate the
inconsistency among reported correlations for CHTC from building surfaces.

u10

Velocity
profile

building
Ground surface

Figure 1.2 Reference locations considered in various CHTC correlations
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Figure 1.3 Existing CHTC correlations based on various reference velocities a) u10,
b) us, and c) uH
CFD has been used as an alternative means in the estimation of the CHTC, besides the
experimental methods. It is becoming a promising method of analysis because of the
challenges in conducting experiments, as well as, recent improvements in computational
resources. The potential and challenges of using CFD for building science applications
have been discussed in Blocken (2015), and Murakami (1998). Validated CFD has been
used in several recent articles in the determination of CHTC for building surfaces at
different conditions (Figure 1.4), which include the impact of magnitude of wind speed
(Defraeye et al.,2010, Blocken et al. 2009, Emmel et al.,2007), wind angle of attack
(Blocken et al. 2009), building dimensions (Montazeri et al. 2017 and Kahsay et al. 2018)
and urban surroundings (Liu et al., 2013).
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Figure 1.4 Comparison CHTC from windward surfaces against CFD various studies

1.2.3

RSM turbulence model

The second-moment turbulent closure scheme, Reynolds stress turbulence (RSM), has
superiority over the other two-equation closure models for flows with significant
secondary flow and extensive anisotropy (Speziale 1995, Speziale 1991, Murthy et al.
The steady Reynolds average Navier-Stokes (RANS) equation can be solved by using
Reynolds stress turbulence (RSM) closure scheme, and the continuity equation.
𝜕𝑢̅𝑖
= 0,
𝜕𝑥𝑖
𝑢̅𝑖

𝜕𝑢𝑖′
=0
𝜕𝑥𝑖

𝜕𝑢̅𝑗
𝜕𝑢̅𝑗
1 𝜕𝑝̅
𝜕
=−
+
(𝜈
− ̅̅̅̅̅̅
𝑢𝑖′ 𝑢𝑗′ ) ,
𝜕𝑥𝑖
𝜌 𝜕𝑥 𝜕𝑥𝑖
𝜕𝑥

Eq.1.3

𝑖, 𝑗 = 1,2,3

Eq.1.4

where u is the instantaneous velocity of the flow, u’ is the fluctuation velocity, an overbar
signifies a time averaged value. p is the pressure, ν is the kinematic viscosity, ρ is the
density of air; and i and j are the component directions. In this method, a separate
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conservation equation is solved for each component of the Reynolds stress tensor, 𝑅𝑖𝑗 =
̅̅̅̅̅̅
𝑢𝑖′ 𝑢𝑗′ .
In heat transfer applications, the energy equation needs to be coupled with the above
system. i.e.,
𝜕(𝑢̅𝑖 𝑇̅)
𝜈 𝜕 2 𝑇̅
=
− ̅̅̅̅̅̅
𝑢𝑖′ 𝑇 ′ ,
𝜕𝑥𝑗
𝑃𝑟 𝜕𝑥𝑖 𝜕𝑥𝑗

𝑖, 𝑗 = 1,2,3

Eq.1.5

where T is the temperature, and T’ is the temperature fluctuation, and the turbulent heat
𝜈
flux, ̅̅̅̅̅̅
𝑢𝑖′ 𝑇 ′ , often modeled as: ̅̅̅̅̅̅
𝑢𝑖′ 𝑇 ′ = 𝑃𝑟

𝜕𝑇̅

𝑡 𝜕𝑥𝑗

. Where Prt is the turbulent Prandtl number

commonly taken as a constant.

1.2.4

Urban canopy flow

The urban canopy layer (UCL) refers to the layer of flow roughly under the average
roughness height of the urban roughness (buildings and vegetation). The planetary
boundary layer (PBL) has an inertial layer (IL) starting closer to the ground and is generally
represented by the log-law profile. This inertial layer is pushed up in urban spaces, and
hence the mean velocity is a vertically displaced-logarithmic profile (i.e., the upper portion
of the urban boundary layer - UBL). Transport in the lower part of the surface layer is
associated with a drop in the mean flow speed due to the obstacle roughness. Measurement
in this range is very challenging due to intensified mixing and turbulence, with reduced
mean velocity (Raupach et al. 1996; Macdonald 2000). Often, the mean flow profile in this
regime is obtained from simplified one-dimensional models. Figure 1.5 shows the different
parts of the atmospheric boundary layer near urban spaces (Piringer et al. 2002) and some
of the mean velocity profiles considered.
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c)

d)

e)

Figure 1.5 a) The urban boundary layers, b) local scale (adapted from Piringer et al.
2002 ), c) The upstream PBL profile, d) displaced log-law UBL profile and e) UBL
and UCL profile (PBL: planetary boundary layer; UBL: urban boundary layer;
UCL: urban canopy layer)

1.2.5

Flow past stoke of building-like obstacles

In a pioneer work by Oke (1988), the flow around a pack of idealized buildings is studied.
Oke (1988) identified three distinct regimes of flow, having different flow structures based
on proximity between the various obstacles. The first being where the spacing between
buildings can be very large compared to the height (i.e., H / S < 0.2), in which case the
wake from one of the obstacles hardly influences the flow around an obstacle downstream.
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In this case, called an isolated roughness regime, the flow field starts to gradually change
from that of around a purely isolated obstacle. The second flow regime is called wake
interference. In this case, there is significant interaction from the wake of an obstacle on
an obstacle downstream; and this condition is distinguished by pronounced mass exchange
(besides momentum / turbulent shear) between the flow under the canopy and the one over
it. In the third regime, the flow above the canopy skims over the obstacles and there exists
a counter-current vortex trapped in the spaces between the obstacles. Exchanges in
momentum due to turbulent shear at the top of the canopy are believed to drive the counterflow under the canopy. Table 1.1 shows a summary of the flow regimes at different canopy
density with schematic descriptions.
Packing density has been used as an expression of aggregation of an urban built system.
There are two ways in which packing density has been defined, namely the frontal and
planar forms of aggregation.
Table 1.1 Flow regimes at different canopy density with a schematic description
H/S

Flow regime
(Oke 1988)

H/S < 0.2

0.2 < H/S < 0.65

H/S > 0.65

Isolated roughness

Wake interference

Skimming

Schematic description
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The presence of bluff bodies in urban environments is commonly simulated in research by
idealized roughness elements, an array of the inline or staggered arrangement of smallscale objects (e.g., cubes) mounted on a wall. Here the cube heights are meant to represent
the average height of the roughness. Most of these investigations are laboratory
experiments (Yang et al. 2016, Macdonald 2000, Cheng et al. 2002) and some CFD
simulations (Castro 2017, Yang et al. 2016, Abdi and Bitsuamlak 2016, 2014, and Coceal
et al. 2006).
Figure 1.6 and Eq.1.6 and Eq.1.7 show the frontal and planar density; and how the real urban

form is translated into simplified homogeneous built arrays.

Figure 1.6 Description of areas used to determine a density parameter a)
heterogeneous obstacles b) simplified homogeneous obstacles.
𝐴𝐷 = ∑𝑛1 𝐴𝑑,𝑖

𝜆𝑓 =

∑𝑛
1 𝐴𝑓,𝑖
𝐴𝐷

𝐴

= 𝐴𝐹 ,
𝐷

𝜆𝑝 =

Eq.1.6

∑𝑛
1 𝐴𝑝,𝑖
𝐴𝐷

𝐴

= 𝐴𝑃

𝐷

Eq.1.7
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where Af,i is the frontal area per each building, Ap,i is the planar, and Ad,i is the unit
underlying lot area on the ground surface per each building. The representative frontal and
planar area densities at the neighbourhood level are, then, found from the ratio of the total
frontal (AF) and the total top (AP) surface areas for the total lot area, respectively. These
kinds of idealizations have helped drive mean velocity profiles for the urban and vegetated
canopy layer (Inoue 1965, Cowan 1968, Wang 2012).

1.3

Research gap

Chen et al. (2017) conveyed that the most important sources of uncertainty in realizing
building energy performance are the local microclimatic properties and the resulting CHTC
from the building surfaces. Significant variations that exist in measured and simulated
CHTC correlations are mostly attributed to the specificity of the studies (Evangelisti et al.
2017, Mirsadeghi et al. 2013, Defraeye et al. 2011, Emmel et al. 2007). The largest CHTC
from one source could be 5 to 10 times the smallest in another source, for similar wind
speed values (1 - 2m/s), based on models derived existing from field and lab experiments
(Chen et al. 2017). This variation further widens as the wind speed becomes higher or the
study building is in urban areas. The uncertainty related to microclimatic changes in urban
spaces arises from the deviation of actual flow parameters at the urban site in relation to
the records at the meteorological station, commonly located at airports. Surrounding terrain
difference, building forms, and building arrangements affect the local urban microclimate
(Moonen et al. 2012, Blocken et al. 2011, van Hoof et al. 2010, Franke et al. 2007, Coceal
et al. 2004, Macdonald 2000, Stathopoulos et al. 1995, Oke 1988). Adamek et al. (2017)
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have shown how a city development and related urban topology change affect microclimate
near buildings.
The variation of urban morphology (as expressed by packing density) results in changes in
the value of CHTC measured from building surfaces (Liu et al. 2013). However, most
existing models used for estimating CHTC are derived from studies on isolated bluff body
by using either CFD studies (Montazeri et al. 2015, Blocken et al. 2009, and Emmel et al.
2007) or scaled experiments (Nakamura et al. 2001, Natarajan et al. .1994; Meinders et al.
1999, Chyu et al. 1991). The effect of sheltering from neighboring buildings has only been
considered in site/configuration-specific studies (Mirsadegi et al. 2013, Liu et al. 2015,
Allegrini et al. 2012, Liu et al. 2007). Discussion of microclimatic changes due to
perturbations of urban packing density (the nature of aggregation of the built system) is
widely available (Castro 2017, Coceal et al. 2004, Macdonald 2000, Oke 1988).
Researchers in urban canopy and plant canopy fields have also widely reported that the
velocity profile in canopies (urban and plant) does not follow the power-law or log law
form (Awol et al. 2017, Wang 2014, Coceal et al. 2004, Cheng et al. 2002, Macdonald
2000, Cowan 1968, Cionco 1965). These studies show spatially averaged velocity profile
in urban canopies is dependent on the density of the urban arrangement.
The first attempt to relate urban packing density to convective heat transfer has been made
by Lui et al. (2013). Lui et al. (2013) used upstream flow parameters derived for buildings
placed in an urban setting, which are specifically represented by arrays of cubes. They used
modified aerodynamic roughness values proposed by Macdonald (2000). However, the
aerodynamic roughness values, along with the displacement height values proposed by
Macdonald (2000) were to improve the estimation of the mean velocity profile in the
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inertial range. The two parameters (i.e., aerodynamic roughness, and the displacement
height) help obtain a displaced logarithmic mean velocity profile that better fits to the
velocity profile above the canopies. With the use of these parameters, the canopy layer
velocity profile may not be properly reproduced. Moreover, the use of different upstream
aerodynamic roughness values and hence different upstream mean velocity profiles makes
the comparison of results problematic.
The current research work intends to perform numerical analysis of CHTC from buildings
located amidst an urban building stock with consistent boundary conditions.

Research scope

1.4

The thesis aims to address the research gaps stated in the section above. Accordingly, the
objectives of the research are enlisted hereunder.
•

Develop a numerical model for CHTC from homogeneous (equal planar and frontal
densities) set of buildings in an urban-like setting

•

Validate model against small scale experimental and full-scale CFD data

•

Develop a simplified analytical model of wind flow in urban canopies

•

Develop a simplified analytical model of CHTC from windward and top surfaces
of the building in an urban-like setting

•

Perform numerical analysis of CHTC from quasi-heterogeneous (unequal planar
and frontal densities) set of buildings in an urban-like setting

•

Analysis of CHTC from buildings located in various land-use class
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1.5

Organization of the thesis

This thesis has been prepared in an “Integrated-Article” format. In Chapter 1, a review of
studies on the existing-CHTC models, their effect on building energy performance, and
their lack thereof in relation to urban microclimates are provided. The objectives of the
thesis are addressed in detail in the following four chapters.

1.5.1

A new analytical model for wind flow in sparse canopies

In chapter 2, a new analytical model is developed for wind flow in homogenous sparse
canopies by assuming that the ratio of the local Reynolds stress to the square of local spaceaveraged mean velocity does not vary much from the corresponding value at the top of the
canopy. A tractable mathematical model is obtained after linearization of the drag
parameter. The resulting new mean velocity profile predicts the near ground velocity as
per the atmospheric boundary layer (ABL) profile conditions, matches the ABL conditions
in the absence of plant/urban canopies. The validity of this model is ascertained by
comparing it against experimental results from literature.

1.5.2

Numerical estimation of external convective heat transfer coefficient for buildings
in an urban-like setting

In chapter 3, CFD simulation of flow over arrays of various packing and heated cubical
buildings are simulated to investigate the effect of aggregation or rarefaction of stoke of
building on the CHTC from the building surfaces. The simulation process is validated
against a model scale experiment and a full-scale CFD simulation. The results indicate the
CHTC trend varies in different regimes of flow. In the isolated roughness regime, the
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CHTC shows a sharp change with changes in density. However, In the interference and
skimming flow regimes, the CHTC decreases gradually with increasing packing density.
New correlations are presented.

1.5.3

Semi-analytical estimation of external convective heat transfer coefficient for
buildings in an urban-like setting

In Chapter 4, a semi-analytical CHTC model is derived based on existing CHTC models,
and a canopy level mean velocity profile. The derivation involves the adoption of a local
characteristic velocity for mean wind flow in canopies corresponding to the local
microclimate. The resulting model is assessed against CFD simulation data; and results of
the model show a good match with the CFD data.

1.5.4

External convective heat transfer coefficient for building-like stocks in quasiheterogeneous setting (unequal frontal and planar urban density arrangements)

In Chapter 5, an investigation is conducted to determine whether variability in planar and
frontal densities of stock of buildings affects the CHTC from a building surface. To this
end, sets of simulations are conducted on building-like obstacles modeled based on planar
– frontal density matrix. The results indicated both frontal and planar densities have an
effect on CHTC. Moreover, the resultant CHTC surface at a given reference wind velocity
reveals how each surface is affected by the two densities. It is observed that the least CHTC
values lie at higher planar densities, whereas the highest CHTC corresponds to the
combination of the lowest planar and highest frontal densities for the windward and
leeward surfaces. An increase in planar area density increases the CHTC at smaller frontal
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densities for top and lateral surfaces. The study reveals the CHTC estimate from
conventional models may have mostly been overestimated from the real values for
buildings in city neighborhoods. New correlations for estimating CHTC in the flow three
canopy flow regimes are proposed. A relationship is also recognized between CHTC and
the land-use class assignment of an urban neighborhood.
Finally, in Chapter 6, the overall conclusion of the present study and avenues of future
research are discussed.
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Chapter 2

2 A new analytical model for wind flow in sparse canopies

2.1

Introduction

An approach to defining urban or plant morphology is in terms of the nature of packing of
the obstacles. Oke (1988) identified three regimes that corresponded to different levels of
obstacle packing densities. The sparsest arrangement corresponds to isolated flow, in which
the aerodynamics of one obstacle is not influenced by the presence of another obstacle. The
intermediate packing case is known as interference flow, for which the wake of an upstream
obstacle interferes with the aerodynamics of a downstream obstacle. In the denser packing
arrangement, a counter-flow vortex is trapped in between obstacles and a skimming flow
passes over the obstacle surfaces.
In general, for canopies, the frontal density (λf =Af/Ad), and/or planar density (λp =Ap/Ad)
are used for describing the nature of packing of the obstacles. Where Af is the frontal area,
Ap is the planar area, and Ad is the unit underlying lot area on the ground surface (Figure
2.1).

There have been various analytical and numerical transport studies focused on either
canopy-layer level applications (such as pedestrian level wind flow, convective heat
exchange, and wind loading on components/parts of plants and built structures) or
assessing the impact of plant or urban canopies on large scale atmospheric flow.
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Figure 2.1 Packing density parametrization of idealized homogeneous canopy
formed by a) plants b) buildings
Studies on the local roughness surface layer (RSL) flow involve the treatment of additional
complexity due to roughness-induced inhomogeneous flow near the discrete obstacle
surfaces (Inoue 1963, Cionco 1965, Cowan 1968, Landsberg et al. 1971, Macdonald 2000,
Coceal et al. 2006, Yi 2008, Abdi and Bitsuamlak 2014, Yang and Meneveau 2016, and
Castro et al. 2016). The prevailing intensified mixing and turbulence in the RSL prevent
accurate measurements during experimentation (Raupach et al. 1996; Macdonald 2000).
Simplified one-dimensional analytical models serve as a quick and easy alternative means
of estimating flow parameters in the roughness sublayer (Inoue 1963, Cionco 1965, Wang
2012). In addition, arrays of cubes have been used in computational fluid dynamics (CFD)
simulations to obtain various canopy flow parameters (Coceal et al. 2006, Brandford et al.
2011, Claus et al. 2012, Banergee et al. 2013, Yang and Meneveau 2016, and Castro et al.
2016). These parameters provide important insight into the nature of flow in both the
roughness layer and the overlying inertial layer. Canopy layer level applications have been
reported in various areas such as pollution transport (Macdonald et al. 1998, Branford et
al. 2011), wind loading assessment (Abdi and Bitsuamlak 2014, 2016), and heat/energy
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transfer and heat island effects (Cowan 1968). The other focus of canopy studies is in
assessing the impact of the roughness on the larger scale atmospheric flow (Thom 1971,
Raupach and Thom 1981, Raupach et al. 1996, Brunet et al. 1994, Finnigan 2000, Cheng
and Castro 2002, Cescatti and Marcolla 2004, Banerjee et al. 2013).
Earlier analytical canopy flow models have been developed for areas covered with plants
(Inoue 1963, Cionco 1965, Cowan 1968, Yi 2008). These models were obtained from
fundamental flow physics, and from field and laboratory observations. Later, the Cionco
(1965) approach was adopted to obtain flow models for building canopies. The buildings
were represented by arrays of cubes in wind-tunnel simulations (Macdonald 2000, Cheng
and Castro 2002, Yang et al. 2016). However, most of these models are less reliable in
sparse canopy arrangements (Wang 2012), as discussed below.
Inoue (1963) proposed the well-known exponential mean velocity profile in plant canopies.
Cionco (1965), from the assumptions of constant mixing length on horizontally
homogeneous and vertically-uniform plant canopies, presented the mean horizontal
stream-wise wind speed, u (z), at location z from the ground as given by Eq. 2.1.
𝑧
𝑢(𝑧) = 𝑢𝐻 𝑒𝑥𝑝 [𝛼1 ( − 1)]
𝐻

Eq. 2.1

where H is the canopy top height above the ground, uH is the horizontal wind velocity at
the canopy top, i.e., u(H), and α1 is the attenuation coefficient introduced by Inoue (1963),
the value of which increases with an increase in canopy density. This model, though widely
used in the area of vegetation canopies and also adopted in building canopy studies,
behaves unrealistically in three respects: (i) either the no-slip or the near-wall conditions
(per ABL considerations) are not met if the attenuation coefficient or canopy density goes
to lower values, (ii) the model does not fall to the logarithmic wind profile under a zero-
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density (α1 = 0) situation, (iii) in sparser densities the model is closer to linear than
logarithmic shape. For instance, at large densities, the longitudinal momentum is expected
to be the highest in the overlying layer.
Wang (2012), Ross (2008), and Yi (2008) have argued that unlike in dense canopies where
the near-ground velocity is close to zero, the relatively higher near-ground velocity in
sparse canopies gives rise to a non-negligible ground drag. The presence of this nonnegligible drag, in turn, affects the mixing behavior in the canopies. Thus, the assumption
that the turbulent mixing length is constant may be a valid case only under an ideal set of
conditions. Recently, Castro (2017) questioned the validity of the exponential mean
velocity profile in canopies, using data generated from various CFD simulations.
Macdonald (2000) and Coceal and Belcher (2004) have both applied the exponential
velocity profile to building canopy studies. Both modified the original model, derived for
vegetative canopies, to be applicable for cubic obstacle arrays; in an effort to represent the
urban surface. Macdonald (2000) asserted that if the cubes were not too densely packed,
the exponential velocity profile fits very well with the measured spatially-averaged mean
wind profile. Moreover, the turbulence length scale was shown to decrease with an increase
in the packing density. However, Raupach et al. (1991) found that RSL is a region of higher
diffusivity compared to the log-layer region above it, the opposite of the finding by
Macdonald (2000). The main limitation of Macdonald’s work was in the case of higher
packing densities. For cubical packing densities beyond the onset of skimming flow, the
model (the exponential profile) was unable to capture the physical situation. For cubical
arrays, the onset of a skimming flow occurs at about λf = 16% (= λp), which is associated
with a counter-flow mean vortex structure in the lower part of street canyons. Coceal et al.
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(2004) introduced a length scale relation determined from contributions of the length scales
of the canopy drag and the ground drag.

Pardyjak et al. (2008) further simplified

Macdonald’s (2000) model by forcing the velocities and slopes of the velocity profiles to
be matched at the canopy height. Since Macdonald (2000), Coceal and Belcher (2004) and
Pardyjack et al. (2008) employed the same exponential velocity model developed by
Cionco (1965), many of the issues raised above against the exponential model at low
densities are still unresolved.
For a horizontally homogeneous and vertically-uniform plant canopy, Cowan (1968)
proposed a new model based on the proposition that the mean velocity profile is
proportionally related to that of the eddy diffusivity profile. Even though the new model
resolved the requirement of no-slip behavior near the ground, it did not fix the other two
problems that were raised regarding Cionco (1965)’s model above. Cowan (1968)’s model
resulted in;
𝑠𝑖𝑛ℎ(𝛼2 𝑧/𝐻) 1/2
𝑢(𝑧) = 𝑢𝐻 [
]
𝑠𝑖𝑛ℎ(𝛼2 )

Eq.2.2

where α2 is the attenuation coefficient, a parameter related to canopy density. Even though
Cowan’s model (Eq.2.2) conforms to the no-slip condition, the model still approaches a
linear curve as α2 = 0 (and not logarithmic), leading to errors in the prediction of drag for
sparse canopies. Figure 2.2 shows the mean velocity profiles (according to Inoue 1965 and
Cowan 1968).
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Figure 2.2 Normalized canopy mean velocity profile generated by using a) Inoue’s model (Eq.1.2)
b) Cowan’s model (Eq.1.3)

Albini (1981) and Landsberg and James (1971) found other forms of the mean velocity
profile from assumptions with less rigor in physics. Albini (1981) assumed a non-zero
velocity at the ground, in addition to a phenomenological assignment for the vertical
pressure gradient dp/dz, which is that dp/dz is proportional to udu/dz. Landsberg and James
(1971) presumed the velocity to be inversely proportional to the square of the vertical
distance, based on observations from experimental data. Landsberg and James (1971) and
Thom (1971) used a constant turbulent diffusivity assumption. The results of Albini (1981),
Landsberg and James (1971) and Yi (2008) are prone to arguments raised against the
exponential profile discussed above.
Wang (2012, 2014) used a first-order turbulence closure scheme and parametrized the
mixing length using length scale contributions from the ground and the canopies
themselves. In addition, the drag term was linearized by the velocities at a reference height
(Wang 2012) or by the friction velocity (Wang 2014). The solutions presented in terms of
Bessel functions have better mean velocity prediction capabilities for sparse canopy cases
compared to earlier analytical solutions.
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It can be deduced that many existing one-dimensional analytical models with various firstorder turbulence closure schemes can be improved to fulfill one or more conditions in terms
of boundary-layer physics in sparse densities. The present work develops a new onedimensional analytical model for wind flow in low-density canopies. The new model can
be used to obtain the mean wind velocity profile and drag and turbulent shear parameters.
The current study retains the horizontally homogeneous and vertically-uniform canopy
assumption of previous researchers but proposes a new drag parametrization approach to
arrive at a consistent analytical mean wind velocity profile for a range of sparse canopies.
The results from the new model are validated in comparison with experimental work from
the literature. The resulting turbulence and drag parameters are further discussed.

2.2

Model Derivation

The time-averaged Navier-Stokes equation can be simplified with suitable assumptions to
obtain a simplified mathematical model for flow in canopies of plants or building obstacles.
In a steady and fully-developed flow past rigid horizontally homogeneous obstacles, the
longitudinal momentum equation reduces to a balance of drag , and turbulent flux terms,
as shown in Eq.2.3.
0=−

𝜕(𝑢′ 𝑤 ′ )
+ 𝑓𝐷
𝜕𝑧

Eq.2.3

where u’, w’ are turbulent fluctuation velocities in the streamwise and vertical directions
(z), and fD is the total sectional drag force per unit mass. Parametrizations of the terms in
Eq.2.3 are discussed next.
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2.2.1

Turbulent shear parameterization

The first term on the right-hand side of Eq.2.3, that represents the turbulent/Reynolds shear
stress, can be represented based on first-order turbulence closure scheme (Garratt 1994).
Based on the eddy viscosity model, the turbulent shear then becomes like Eq.2.4.
𝜕
𝜕
𝜕𝑢
(𝑢′ 𝑤 ′ ) ≈
(𝐾 )
𝜕𝑧
𝜕𝑧
𝜕𝑧

Eq.2.4

and the eddy diffusivity, K, is represented by the mixing length theory, as shown in Eq.2.5.
𝛫 = 𝑙𝑚 𝑢𝑚 ,

𝑢𝑚 = 𝑙𝑚 |𝜕𝑢⁄𝜕𝑧|,

and

𝑙𝑚 = 𝑘𝑧𝑆

Eq.2.5

where lm is mixing length, um is dynamical velocity (the velocity scale corresponding to the
eddy-viscosity), S is a factor related to the length scale alteration due to the presence of the
canopy, and 𝑘 is the von Karman constant.
Therefore, the turbulent shear force is approximated as in Eq.2.6.
𝜕
𝜕
𝜕𝑢 2
(𝑢′ 𝑤 ′ ) ≈ [(𝑘𝑧𝑆 ) ]
𝜕𝑧
𝜕𝑧
𝜕𝑧

2.2.2

Eq.2.6

Drag Parametrization

The total sectional drag force per unit mass (second term on the right-hand side of Eq.2.3),
when expressed in terms of sectional drag coefficient (Cd), a density parameter (ɑ) and a
local mean velocity (u), is as shown in Eq.2.7.
1
2
𝑓𝐷 = 𝐶𝑑 (𝑧)𝑎(𝑧)(𝑢(𝑧))
2

Eq.2.7
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The sectional density parameter is defined using the sectional frontal area (of each
obstruction), dAf between the levels z and z + dz, and the unit underlying lot area on the
ground surface, Ad (as given in Eq.2.8).
𝑎=

1 𝑑𝐴𝑓
𝐴𝑑 𝑑𝑧

Eq.2.8

For uniform obstacle cross-sections, dAf/dz becomes Af /H, where the frontal area, Af,
represents the area of obstruction exhibited by the flow due to obstructing elements (plant
or building – see Figure 2.1). Other packing density considerations may employ the planar
area density, Ap, representing the average area of horizontal planar projection cast by the
obstacles. In most urban canopy flow simulations, buildings are represented by arrays of
cubes, implying equal frontal and planar area indices (Af = Ap).
In sparse canopy scenarios, we assume the local values of the Reynolds stress per local
mean velocity (𝑘𝑧𝑆(𝜕𝑢/𝜕𝑧)/(𝐻𝑢))2 , under the canopy, does not deviate much from the
(𝑢∗ /𝑢𝐻 )2 value at the top of the canopy boundary. ( 𝜙 = 𝑢∗ /𝑢𝐻 , a measure of the canopy
drag is known as the canopy flux parameter). Thus, we consider the mean velocity to scale
with (𝑘𝑧𝑆(𝜕𝑢/𝜕𝑧)/(𝐻𝑢∗ /𝑢𝐻 )). Hence,
𝑢2
𝜕𝑢 𝜕𝑢
2 2 2
2
2 ≈ 𝑘 𝑧 𝑆 ( 𝜕𝑧 ) ( 𝜕𝑧 )⁄𝑢∗
𝑢𝐻

Eq.2.9

This assumption is not very different from Wang (2014)’s partial use of 𝑢 = 𝑢∗ in the
drag parametrization. Thus, the following approximation of u2 can be used in the drag
parametrization:
𝑢2 ≈

𝑘 2 2 2 𝜕𝑢 𝜕𝑢
𝑧 𝑆 ( )( )
𝜙2
𝜕𝑧 𝜕𝑧

Eq.2.10
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From Eq.2.7 and Eq.2.10, the sectional drag force is obtained, as shown in Eq.2.11.
1
𝑘 2 2 2 𝜕𝑢 𝜕𝑢
𝑓𝐷 = 𝐶𝑑 (𝑧) 𝑎(𝑧) 2 𝑧 𝑆 ( )( )
2
𝜙
𝜕z 𝜕z

2.2.3

Eq.2.11

Governing flow model and solution

The simplified governing flow model for the turbulent-shear-driven roughness-layer flow
in plant/urban canopies, based on Eq.2.5 and Eq.2.11, can be given, as shown in Eq.2.12.
𝜕
𝜕𝑢 2
1
𝑘2
𝜕𝑢 𝜕𝑢
[(𝑘𝑧𝑆 ) ] = 𝐶𝑑 (𝑧) 𝑎(𝑧) 2 𝑧 2 𝑆 2 ( )( )
𝜕𝑧
𝜕𝑧
2
𝜙
𝜕z 𝜕z

Eq.2.12

Equation 2.12 is not tractable into a closed-form analytical solution. Linearization of some
of the parameters in this equation yields a form that can be easily integrated. To this end,
we undertake linearization of the variables given in Eq.2.13.
𝐶𝑑 (𝑧)~𝐶𝑑𝑜 ;

𝑎(𝑧)~𝑎𝑜 =

𝜆𝑓
;
𝐻

𝑆(𝑧)~𝑆𝐻

Eq.2.13

This implies a vertically-uniform sectional drag, Cdo, and a frontal density parameter
corresponding to vertically-uniform section, ao. In addition, the canopy length scale
contribution factor, S(z), will be replaced by its corresponding value at the top of the
canopy, SH.
The differential equation representing the desired canopy layer flow model is shown in
Eq.2.14.

𝜕
𝜕𝑢 2
1
1
𝜕𝑢 𝜕𝑢
[(𝑧 ) ] = 𝐶𝑑0 𝜆𝑓 2 𝑧 2 ( )( ).
𝜕𝑧
𝜕𝑧
2
𝜙
𝜕z 𝜕z

Eq.2.14
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In anticipation of a simple tractable solution, the above equation (Eq.2.14) is further
simplified by the assumption that the local gradient (∂u/∂z) can be replaced by its
equivalent at the top of the canopy (i.e., 𝑢∗ /(𝑘𝑆𝐻 𝐻)). In Sect. 5, the effect of this
approximation will be shown to be negligible by a validation process.
𝑧

Non-dimensionalizing the resulting form with (𝜁 = 𝐻) , 𝑎𝑛𝑑 (𝑈 = 𝑢/𝑢𝐻 ), Eq.2.15 is
obtained.

where

𝜕
𝜕𝑈 2
𝜕𝑈
[(𝜁 ) ] = 𝛼𝜁 2
𝜕𝜁
𝜕𝜁
𝜕𝜁

Eq.2.15

1
1
𝛼 = 𝐶𝑑0 𝜆𝑓
2
𝑘𝑆𝐻 𝜙

Eq.2.16

By considering the boundary conditions (𝑎𝑡 𝜁 = 𝜁0 = 𝑧0 /𝐻, 𝑈 = 0; 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑎𝑡 𝜁 = 1, 𝑈 =
1), the solution of the differential equation (Eq.2.15) is given in Eq.2.17.
𝑈 = (𝛼/8)𝜁 2 + (1 − 𝛼/8)

𝑙𝑛( 𝜁/𝜁0 )
𝑙𝑛( 𝜁/𝜁0 )
+ 𝜁02 (𝛼/8) (
− 1)
𝑙𝑛( 1/𝜁0 )
𝑙𝑛( 1/𝜁0 )

Eq.2.17

z0 is the aerodynamic roughness scale associated with the approaching wind/background
flow, and the ratio H/z0 is known as the Jensen Number. The third term on the right side of
Eq.2.17 is very small, compared to the other two, due to 𝜁02 . Thus, the mean stream-wise

velocity in the canopy flow can be approximated by Eq.2.18.
𝑈 = (𝛼/8)𝜁 2 + (1 − 𝛼/8)

𝑙𝑛( 𝜁/𝜁0 )
𝑙𝑛( 1/𝜁0 )

Eq.2.18

This final solution form has satisfied the main drawbacks observed in conventional
roughness-layer models in the sparse density range (see Figure 2.3). The current analytical
model fulfills the near ground velocity condition, to the accuracy of the canonical ABL
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(atmospheric boundary layer) flow model. More importantly, the velocity profile
approaches the logarithmic law in sparse canopy scenarios. The profile replicates the ABL
logarithmic condition in ‘no canopy’ situations. Figure 2.3d shows all models for selected
common values of the shear length scale, 𝐿𝑠 /𝐻 = 1/(𝜕𝑈/𝜕𝜁|𝜁=1 ).
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Figure 2.3 Normalized canopy mean velocity profile a) Inoue’s model (Eq. 2.1) b)
Cowan’s model (Eq.2.7) c) present model (Eq.2.18) d) all models at selected values
of the shear length scale
2.2.4

Relationship between the ‘attenuation coefficient’ and canopy density
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The relationship between the attenuation coefficient and the packing density can be
obtained from experimental data. Here, we use data from Raupach et al. (1996), Novak et
al. (2000), and Pietri et al. (2009), where the shear length scale, Ls, at different packing
densities, λf, are provided. The shear length scale is a measure of the location of the
inflection point at which instabilities in the mixing layer exhibit proportionality to the
magnitude of shear (Raupach et al. 1996). The normalized form of shear length scale, Ls/H,

H/Ls - b

is defined as shown in Eq.2.19.
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Novack et al. (2000)
Poggi et al. (2004)
Pietri et al. (2009)
Curve fit
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6

Figure 2.4 Plot of H/Ls from experimental data against frontal area density (data from Raupach et
al. (1996), Novak et al. (2000), Poggi et al. (2004) and Pietri et al. (2009))

𝐿𝑠
1
=
,
𝐻 𝜕𝑈/𝜕𝜁|𝜁=1
thus, using the current model, it can be given as shown in Eq.2.20.

Eq.2.19
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𝐻
= 𝛼/4 + (1 − 𝛼/8)𝑏
𝐿𝑠

Eq.2.20

𝑏 = 1/ 𝑙𝑛( 1/𝜁0 )

Eq.2.21

where

A best-fitting log curve is sought for the experimental data from the works of Raupach et
al. (1996), Novak et al. (2000), and Pietri et al. (2009) for a plot of λf versus H/ Ls (Figure
2.4). Recognizing b is the value of H/Ls at λf = 0 or 𝛼 = 0. The equation that fits this curve

is given in Eq.2.22 (with A1 ≈ 1, A3 ≈ 2, and A2 =exp ((b - A3)/A1) ≈ exp (b - 2)).
𝐻
− 𝑏 = 𝐴1 ∗ ln(𝜆𝑓 + 𝐴2 ) + 𝐴3
𝐿𝑠

Eq.2.22

Equations 3.20 and 3.22 can be combined to obtain the relationship between the frontal
area density, λf, and the attenuation coefficient, α, for the current model, as shown in
Eq.2.23.

𝛼=

8
[𝐴 ∗ ln(𝜆𝑓 + 𝐴2 ) + 𝐴3 ]
(2 − 𝑏) 1

Eq.2.23

2.4.1 Prediction of drag parameters
The drag coefficient, CdH, based on velocity at the mean roughness height H (i.e., uH), can
be estimated by Eq.2.24.
𝜕𝑈 2
1
𝑘 2 𝑆𝐻2 ( ) |
= 𝐶𝑑𝐻 𝜆𝑓 = 𝜑 2
𝜕𝜁 𝜁=1 2

Eq.2.24

φ can be determined using data provided in Raupach et al. (1996), Novak et al. (2000), and
Pietri et al. (2009). Thus,
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𝐶𝑑𝐻 = 2𝜑 2 /𝜆𝑓

Eq.2.25

φ as a function of density and it can be fit to an exponential function (Figure 2.5) of 𝜑 =
𝐵1 + (𝑘𝑏 − 𝐵1 ) ∗ 𝐸𝑥𝑝(−𝐵2 𝜆𝑓 ), by considering the maximum value of φ at higher 𝜆𝑓
values approaches a value (𝐵1) between 0.3 and 0.4 (Masmann 1997). It should also be
noted that the value of φ at 𝜆𝑓 = 0 is kb. The constants of the equation become; B1 = 0.344,
and B2 = 3.49.
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Figure 2.5 Plot of φ from experimental data against frontal area density (data from Raupach et al.
(1996), Novak et al. (2000), Poggi et al. (2004) and Pietri et al. (2009))

Determination of the height averaged mean drag coefficient, 𝐶𝑑 , is showed by using the
fact that the wall drag under the canopy is balanced by the turbulent shear at the canopy
top. This is shown in Eq.2.26 and Eq.2.27.
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𝑘 2 𝑆𝐻2

1
𝜕𝑈 2
1
1
2
( ) |
= 𝐶𝑑 𝜆𝑓 (𝑈) = 𝐶𝑑 𝜆𝑓 ∫ 𝑈 2 𝑑𝜁
𝜕𝜁 𝜁=1 2
2
𝜁𝑜

Eq.2.26

and
𝐶𝑑 = 𝐶𝑑𝐻 /(𝑈)

2

Eq.2.27

where
2

(𝑈) = (1/5)(𝛼/8)2 + (2/9)(𝛼/8)(1 − 𝛼/8)(3 − 𝑏) + (1 − 𝛼/8)2 (1 − 2𝑏 + 2𝑏 2 ).

Now, using Eq.2.16, and Eq.2.26; the sectional drag coefficient, Cd0, Eq.2.28 is obtained. i.e.,
2

𝐶𝑑0

(𝑈)
= 𝐶𝑑 𝛼 (
)
(𝛼/4) + (1 − 𝛼/8)𝑏

2

A plot of the three drag coefficients along with 𝑈 and

Eq.2.28

𝜑 against 𝜆𝑓 (log scale) is

shown in Figure 2.6. The mean drag coefficient is further discussed in Sec. 3.
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Figure 2.6 Plot of drag coefficients, height averaged mean velocity from the current
model and the exponentially fitted canopy flux parameter
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2.3

Validation of the model

The mean velocity profile from the present model is compared against experimental
measurements by Poggi et al. (2004), Bohm et al. (2013) and Brunet et al. (1994).
Measurements for five packing densities (from Poggi et al. (2004)) were used to test the
predictability of the mean velocity in the canopy layer (Figure 2.7). Mean velocity profiles
from Inoue (1963) and Cowan (1968) are included in the plots. Figure 2.7 indicates that the
present velocity profile matches the experimental measurements very well in most of the
cases. However, as shown in Figure 2.4 and Figure 2.5, measurements at higher packing
densities are known to exhibit very high scatter (Raupach et al. 1996, Massman 1997,
Macdonald 2000). Further assessment using measurements by Bohm et al. (2013) and
Brunet et al. (1994) indicated a good match with model predictions at other densities (Figure
2.8). Though negligible, differences at very low densities may be attributed to the arbitrary

value used for z0/H (i.e., 10-6). Cowan (1968) model does not produce results at very sparse
densities and underestimates the mean velocity at sparse and intermediate densities. The
prediction by the present model is found to be better than Inoue (1963) model for low
density canopies in general.
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Figure 2.7 Plot of normalized canopy mean velocity profile from experimental data (Poggi et al.
2004) against that of the present model, and sensitivity to +/- 33% of the λf
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Figure 2.8 Comparison of normalized canopy mean velocity profile from the present analytical
model with experimental data: a) Bohm et al. (2013), b) Brunet et al. (1994).

Figure 2.9 shows the sensitivity of the mean velocity for three different densities with a +/-

10% variation in shear length scale, Ls/H. Ls/H value has very large scatter, as shown in
Figure 2.4 and Figure 2.5 at larger densities. In view of the magnitude of scatter observed in

measured Ls/H values, the 10% deviation is considered as a small band. As shown in the
sensitivity plots (Figure 2.9), the variations in the mean velocity at low and intermediate
densities are attenuated. It is to be noted that, due to the primary assumption made in this
paper, the validity of the present model is expected to be sounder in lower densities.
The sensitivity of the mean velocity for three different densities at three zo/H values,
namely 10-4, 10-5, 10-7, are shown in Figure 2.10. Figure 2.10 indicates larger absolute
changes in the mean velocity at lower densities. However, the higher percentage changes
are found at higher densities, due to the very low values of mean velocity in these situations.
Nonetheless, for an order of magnitude change in zo/H (particularly large perturbation),
the maximum change in the value of U/UH is less than 10% at z/H = 0.15 (λ = 0.55).
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Figure 2.9 Sensitivity of the normalized mean velocity for three different densities with +/-10%
variation in shear length scale, Ls/H.
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Figure 2.10 Sensitivity of the normalized mean velocity for three different densities at three zo/H
values (short and long dash: zo/H =10-4, solid: zo/H =10-5, dash: zo/H =10-7)

2.4

Discussion

As described in Sect. 2.6, the model performed well through validation against
experimental measurements of earlier studies. Considering the uncertainties of the model
mentioned and the implication of the assumptions made, some features of the model are
further discussed in this section.
Firstly, the trend and sensitivity of the mean drag coefficient for different values of zo/H is
conducted and plotted in Figure 2.11. The model curve matched the trend of the mean drag
coefficient values obtained by Poggi et al. (2004) in the range λf between 0.03 and 0.7
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(marked II in Figure 2.11). Despite the large scatter in Novak et al. (2004) data for the mean
drag coefficient, the model is also able to predict the trend and location of inflection on the
curve near λf = 0.7. The test indicates for changes as large as an order of magnitude in zo/H
the mean drag coefficient varies only by 6, 12, 14% at densities (λf) of 0.5, 0.1 and 0.01
respectively. The sensitivity of 𝐶𝑑 is the highest at lower densities than higher ones. This
is expected because, at very low densities, the scales of canopy roughness and the
background aerodynamic roughness become comparable. The Engineering Standard Data
Unit (ESDU) puts the highest value of the height-averaged drag coefficient, 𝐶𝑑 , at about
2.8 (ESDU 1980), which is also a case projected by the current model for very sparse
canopies (region I in Figure 2.11). 𝐶𝑑 starts to reduce indefinitely above λf = 0.7 (region III
in the Figure 2.11).
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Figure 2.11 Sensitivity of the mean drag coefficient for different values of zo/H.
The two inflection points, and hence the two transitions appear to loosely conform to the
changes in flow regimes from isolated to wake interference and from wake interference to
skimming flow. Thus, the mean drag may have a decreasing or increasing trend based on
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the flow regime considered. This explains the differences in conclusion by Poggi et al.
(2004) and Novak et al. (2000).
Secondly, Eq.2.18 appears to suggest that there is some physical relevance to α = 8 (λf ≈
0.7). In Figure 2.3, α = 8 corresponds to the second term in Eq.2.18 becoming zero, and
initiation of flow reversal near the ground surface. However, in general, a near zero
uniform mean velocity is expected at very high densities (and not flow reversal). Thus, α
= 8 may be taken as the point at which the current model breaks down. The parameter α
𝐻

can also be written as 𝛼 = 8 (𝐿 − 𝑏)/(2 − 𝑏). This indicates the limiting value of H/Ls
𝑆

is also 2 or (Ls/H = 0.5).

2.5

Conclusion

A new analytical model for airflow in the canopy layer for sparse densities has been
developed from first principles with few key assumptions. The one-dimensional model
is obtained from the assumption of steady state, homogeneous turbulence in the
roughness sublayer flow and considers sparse canopies. More importantly, it is
considered that the local Reynolds stress by the square of local space-averaged mean
velocity does not vary much from the corresponding value at the top of the canopy. The
resulting model respects the near ground velocity predictions as per ABL considerations;
and approaches the apparent log-law atmospheric boundary-layer profile at very low
packing densities. These physical realities have not been demonstrated by previously
developed analytical models.
The current analytical model is validated through comparison with experimental data
obtained from the literature, and the sensitivity of the mean velocity profile is
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investigated against changes in the shear length scale (Ls/H), and the aerodynamic
roughness length scale (zo/H). Both of these processes demonstrated the present model
gives acceptable results.
These findings affect the evaluation of transport parameters in areas like convective heat
transfer, mass and pollutant dispersion in vegetative and urban canopies, and other urban
wind flow topics (comfort, energy, and wind-driven rain).
This new analytical model can be further investigated within topics that include the
determination of displaced log-law parameters, improvement in the boundary-layer profile
through better turbulent mixing-length scale representation, roughness or canopy density
transitions, applications in convective heat transport, the effect of planar density (when it
is not the same as frontal density) in canopy transport, etc.
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Chapter 3

3 Numerical estimation of external convective heat transfer

coefficient for buildings in an urban-like setting

3.1

Introduction

The discrepancy between predicted energy demand during design, and the actual measured
building energy use post-occupancy has been a long-standing problem; now in the industry,
it is referred as “the performance gap” (van Dronkelaar et al. 2016, Bordass et al. 2013,
Burman et al. 2012, Menezes et al. 2012; Turner et al. 2008, Bordass et al. 2001). Menezes
et al. (2012) have listed possible causes for this discrepancy. It is stipulated that
improvements in thermo-fluid modeling of flow in and around the building envelope are
consistently contributing to narrowing the performance gap. Recently, Chen et al. (2017),
reported the two most important sources of uncertainty in achieving robust building
performance are the convective heat transfer coefficient and microclimatic properties.
There is a significant discrepancy in measured and simulated CHTC correlations
(Evangelisti et al. 2017, Mirsadeghi et al. 2013, Defraeye et al. 2011, Emmel et al. 2007);
attributed mainly to the specific conditions under which each study is conducted. The
largest CHTC could be 5 to 10 times the smallest (at low wind speeds), based on models
derived from field and lab experiments (Chen et al. 2017). This variation further widens as
the wind speed becomes higher or the study building is located in urban areas. The
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uncertainty related to microclimatic changes in urban spaces arises from the deviation of
actual flow parameters at the urban site in relation to the records at the meteorological
station, commonly located at airports. Surrounding terrain difference, building forms, and
arrangements affect the local urban microclimate (Moonen et al. 2012, Blocken et al. 2011,
van Hoof et al. 2010, Franke et al. 2007, Coceal et al. 2004, Macdonald 2000, Stathopoulos
et al. 1995, Oke 1988). Adamek et al. (2017) have shown how a city development and
related urban topology change affect microclimate near buildings.
The variation of urban morphology (as expressed by packing density) results in changes in
the value of CHTC measured from building surfaces (Liu et al. 2013). However, most
existing models used for estimating CHTC are derived from studies on isolated bluff body
by using either CFD studies (Montazeri et al. 2015, Blocken et al. 2009, and Emmel et al.
2007) or scaled experiments (Nakamura et al. 2001, Natarajan et al. .1994; Meinders et al.
1999, Chyu et al. 1991). Some useful insights are obtained from flat plate studies (Jurges
1924; Sparrow et al. 1979). The effect of the sheltering from neighboring buildings has
only been considered in site/configuration-specific studies (Mirsadegi et al. 2013, Liu et
al. 2015, Allegrini et al. 2012, Liu et al. 2007). The influence of terrain conditions and the
incident turbulence on buildings’ CHTC has been studied by Blocken et al. (2009), and
Karava et al. (2011).
Mirsadeghi et al., 2013, Defraeye et al. 2011, and Palyvos 2008 presented an extensive
review of literature on the external convective heat transfer coefficient. Several CHTC
correlations exist that are found from field and lab experimentation (Vereecken et al. 2018,
Evangelisti et al. 2017, Liu et al. 2007, Hagishima et al. 2003, Loveday et al. 1996,
Jayamaha et al. 1996, Sharples 1984, Sparrow et al. 1979, Kelnhofer and Thomas 1976,
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Ito et al. 1972, Jürges 1924) or numerical simulations Kahsay et al. 2018, Montazeri et al.
2017, Montazeri et al. 2015, Liu et al. 2013, Defraeye et al. 2010, Blocken et al. 2011,
Blocken et al. 2009, Emmel et al. 2007). In most of these correlations, the CHTC relates
only to wind speed. Recently, Montazari et al. (2015) and Kahsay et al., 2018; stated that
CHTC is also altered by the dimensions of the building.
The most general form of CHTC correlations in surveyed literature is a power-law function
of 𝑢10 (linear expressions also exist for CHTC expressions that include free convection
conditions); as,
𝑚
ℎ = 𝑎1 𝑢10

Eq.3.1

where h is the surface averaged external convective heat transfer coefficient, 𝑢10 is the
velocity at 10 m height from ground at the measurement station, 𝑎1 and m are constants.
In most of these CHTC expressions, the terrain changes from the meteorological site,
where 𝑢10 is measured, to the study building site is not considered. One exception to this
is the application of height varying CHTC because of the increase in wind speed along with
height, through the account of roughness and transition between the two exposure
conditions. In general, this consideration involves the assumption of the velocities at both
downstream and upstream locations as power-law (or log law) profiles (ASHREA 2009).
i.e.,
𝑢𝐻 /𝑢10,𝑚𝑒𝑡 = [(𝛿𝑚𝑒𝑡 /10)𝛼𝑚𝑒𝑡 (1/𝛿)𝛼𝑠 ]𝐻 𝛼𝑠

Eq.3.2

where 𝑢𝐻 is the velocity at distance H from the ground at the study building site, 𝑢10,𝑚𝑒𝑡 is
the velocity at a distance of 10 m from the ground at the measurement station, 𝛿𝑚𝑒𝑡 is the
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wind boundary layer thickness at the meteorological station, 𝛿 is the wind boundary layer
thickness at the study building site, 𝛼𝑚𝑒𝑡 is the power-law wind profile exponent at the
meteorological station site, 𝛼𝑠 is the power-law wind profile exponent at the study building
site,
The expression in the bracket (Eq.3.2), contributing to the coefficient 𝑎1 in Eq.3.1, represents
mesoscale exposure characteristics at the two locations (Wieringa 1992, Davenport 1960).
However, flow at suburban or urban exposure goes through significant microclimatic
changes, especially near the building/surface level. The coefficient 𝑎1 , in Eq.3.1, does not
fully represent the compactness or lessening of built area density that may be present in an
urban arrangement. Discussion of microclimatic changes due to perturbations of urban
packing density (the nature of aggregation of the built system) is widely available (Castro
2017, Coceal et al. 2004, Macdonald 2000, Oke 1988). Researchers in urban canopy and
plant canopy fields have also widely reported that the velocity profile in canopies (urban
and plant) does not follow the power-law or log law form (Awol et al. 2017, Wang 2014,
Coceal et al. 2004, Cheng et al. 2002, Macdonald 2000, Cowan 1968, Cionco 1965). These
studies show spatially averaged velocity profile in urban canopies is dependent on the
density of the urban arrangement. Eq.3.1 and Eq.3.2 reflect the flow above the effective
aerodynamic roughness; however, they do not reflect the microscale changes in the flow
within urban canopies. This is one of the major reasons for large uncertainty in the CHTC
estimation models.
The first attempt to relate urban packing density to convective heat transfer has been made
by Lui et al. (2013). Lui et al. (2013) used upstream flow parameters derived for buildings
placed in an urban setting, which are specifically represented by arrays of cubes. They used
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modified aerodynamic roughness values proposed by Macdonald (2000). However, the
aerodynamic roughness values, along with the displacement height values proposed by
Macdonald (2000), were to improve the estimation of the mean velocity profile in the
inertial range. The two parameters (i.e., aerodynamic roughness, and the displacement
height) help obtain a displaced logarithmic mean velocity profile that better fits to the
velocity profile above the canopies. With the use of these parameters, the canopy layer
velocity profile will not be properly reproduced. Moreover, the use of different upstream
aerodynamic roughness values and hence different upstream mean velocity profiles makes
the comparison of results problematic.
On a pioneer work by Oke (1988), the flow around a pack of idealized buildings is studied.
Oke (1988) identified three distinct regimes of flow, having different flow structures based
on proximity between the various obstacles. The first being where the spacing between
buildings can be very large compared to the height (or H / S < 0.2), in which case the wake
from one of the obstacles hardly influences the flow around an obstacle downstream. In
this case, called an isolated roughness regime, the flow field starts to, gradually, change
from that around a purely isolated obstacle. The second flow regime is called wake
interference. In this case, there is significant interaction from the wake of an obstacle on
an obstacle downstream; and this condition is distinguished by pronounced mass exchange
(besides momentum / turbulent shear) between the flow under the canopy and the one over
it. In the third regime, the flow above the canopy skims over the obstacles, and there exists
a counter-current vortex trapped in the spaces between the obstacles. Exchanges in
momentum due to turbulent shear at the top of the canopy are believed to drive the counter-
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flow under the canopy. Table 3.1 summarizes the flow regimes at different canopy densities
with a schematic description.
Table 3.1 Flow regimes at different canopy density with a schematic description
H/S

Flow regime

Schematic description

(Oke 1988)

H/S < 0.2

Isolated roughness

0.2 < H/S < 0.65

Wake interference

H/S > 0.65

Skimming

Packing density has been used as an expression of aggregation of an urban built system.
There are two ways in which packing density has been defined, namely the frontal and
planar forms of aggregation.
The presence of bluff bodies in urban environments is commonly simulated in research by
idealized roughness elements, an array of the inline or staggered arrangement of smallscale objects (e.g., cubes) mounted on a wall. Here the cube heights are meant to represent
the average height of the roughness. Most of these investigations are laboratory
experiments (Yang et al. 2016, Macdonald 2000, Cheng et al. 2002) and some CFD
simulations (Castro 2017, Yang et al. 2016, Abdi and Bitsuamlak 2016, 2014, and Coceal
et al. 2006).
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In general for canopies, the frontal packing density (λf ), planar packing density (λp ) are
expressed as;

𝜆𝑓 =

𝐴𝑓
𝐴𝑝
, 𝜆𝑝 =
𝐴𝑑
𝐴𝑑

Eq.3.3

where Af is the frontal area, Ap is the planar, and Ad is the unit underlying lot area on the
ground surface (Figure 3.1).

Figure 3.1 Description of areas used to determine a density parameter.
The frontal area, Af, represents the area of obstruction exhibited by the flow due to
obstructing elements. Other packing density considerations may employ the planar area
density, Ap; representing the average area of horizontal planar projection cast by the
obstacles. In most urban canopy flow simulations, buildings are represented by arrays of
cubes, implying equal frontal and planar area indices (Af = Ap). For which,
𝐻2
1
𝜆𝑓 =
=
= 𝜆𝑝
2
𝑆
(𝑆 + 𝐻)
(1 + 𝐻 )2
where H is the cube height, and S is the spacing between adjacent cubes.

Eq.3.4
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This study aims to perform a CFD investigation of the influence of urban packing density
on CHTC. A set of uniform distribution but different density cases are simulated from each
flow regime. The same input conditions and the computational domain is set up for all
cases. The validation, computational set up, and results of the study are discussed in the
following sections.

3.2

Computational evaluation of CHTC on building in urbanlike setup

Steady Reynolds Averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS) and the energy equations are
implemented to solve the problem in a CFD environment. The turbulence model,
computational domain set up, input preparation, grid generation and simulation procedure
for the main research are presented in the following sections.

3.2.1

Turbulence model

The turbulence scheme that will be used in the study is the second-moment closure method,
Reynolds stress turbulence model (RSM). This method is important for flows like the
present investigation where secondary flows and anisotropic turbulence are substantial
(Speziale 1991, Murthy et al. 2008, Leschziner 1990, Launder et al. 1975).

3.2.2

Computational set up of the simulated array

CHTC from surfaces of an isolated building and 13 other building densities are
investigated. Out of these, 4 are from the isolated flow regime, 5 in the wake interference
regime, and another 4 in the skimming flow regime. The buildings are cubical in shape
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with sizes varying depending on the density. The densities and corresponding building
sizes are shown in Table 3.2.
Table 3.2 Density and size of cubes considered from each regime
Isolated flow regime

Interference flow regime

Skimming flow regime

Built Area Density

H

Built Area Density

H

Built Area Density

H

A single cube

13.45

0.05

9.5

0.175

17.78

0.01

4.25

0.075

11.64

0.02

19

0.015

5.2

0.10

13.45

0.225

20.16

0.02

6.01

0.125

15.03

0.25

21.25

0.025

6.7

0.15

16.45

Each representative urban density is obtained from a hypothetical 2D array of 14 cubical
buildings stream-wise, with infinite array size in transverse. For such an array system, a
representative flow can be obtained from the simulation of a longitudinal strip of the array
system. This requires the assumption of a symmetry boundary condition on the two parallel
planes, normal to the transverse direction, each half spacing away from the selected row of
cubes for study (as shown in Figure 3.2). The limits of the simulation domain are shown in
Figure 3.2, and its dimensions are shown in Figure 3.3.
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Figure 3.2 The building array with the study section (broken lines) and spacing
parameters indicated on a) plan and b) elevation views.
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Figure 3.3 The computational domain, its dimensions and boundary conditions (H
height of cubic = 21.25 m).
The choice of the cubes’ dimensions is such that the same domain and boundary conditions
are used for all computational simulations. Accordingly, the domain is set up for the highest
density (building size) case considered using Tominaga et al. (2008) and Franke et al.
(2011). The domain’s downstream length is stretched to 20H to ensure that flow redevelopment is attained behind the wake region. Accordingly, the domain’s height and
downstream fetch may exceed the 6H and 15H values for the lower density cases.
Vertical planes running along the longitudinal direction of the flow, standing midway
between buildings, are assumed symmetry planes. The top surface of the domain, as well,
is kept far enough from the top of the building so that it can be assumed symmetry plane.
The bottom surface of the domain is assigned an adiabatic no-slip wall. The cube surfaces
are wall boundaries at a uniform temperature of 30 ℃. A pressure outlet condition (zero
longitudinal gradient) is applied at the outlet of the domain.
The inlet boundary is an atmospheric boundary layer wind extracted from Engineering
Science Data Unit (ESDU). The mean velocity profile has a velocity 𝑢10 ≈ 4 m/s at 10 m
height in a suburban exposure condition (of aerodynamic roughness, 𝑧0 = 0.1);
corresponding to an upstream open terrain profile of 𝑢10 = 4.7 m/s at 10 m height with an
aerodynamic roughness of 𝑧0 = 0.01). The turbulence properties implemented at the inlet
are the three principal components of the Reynolds stress tensor. These values are obtained
from the components of turbulent intensity and length scale tensor values provided by
ESDU (corresponding to the mean velocity and aerodynamic roughness combination
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mentioned above). Figure 3.4 shows the mean velocity and the principal components of the
Reynolds stress values implemented.
The Reynolds stress tensor components at the inlet are obtained using the equation,
3/4 2/3

𝑅𝑖𝑖 = 2[𝜀𝐿𝑖𝑖 /𝐶𝜇 ]

Eq.3.5

where ε is the dissipation rate, Lii is the component length scale obtained from the ESDU,
Cµ is the model constant approximated, commonly, by 0.09.
The dissipation rate at inlet and can be calculated from,
𝜀 = 𝑘 3/2 /𝐿

Eq.3.6

where the k refers to the turbulent kinetic energy, and L is the turbulent length scale at the
inlet. The kinetic energy and the length scale can be found from Eq.3.7 and Eq.3.8.

𝑘=

1
[√(𝑢𝑖 ′)2 + (𝑢𝑗 ′)2 + (𝑢𝑘 ′)2 ]
2

𝐿 = √(𝐿𝑖𝑖 )2 + (𝐿𝑖𝑖 )2 + (𝐿𝑖𝑖 )2

Eq.3.7

Eq.3.8
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Figure 3.4 The inlet profiles a) mean velocity and b) the principal components of
Reynolds stress

The mean velocity profile that has been used for the isolated building investigation case is
corresponding to the value of 𝑢10 = 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5 m/s at 10 m height from the ground for
an open terrain exposure with an aerodynamic roughness of 𝑧0 = 0.01. The incoming air
temperature in all the cases is set at 20℃.

3.2.3

Grid generation

The generated grid has approximately 1.5*106 – 2.5*106 polyhedral cells. Refinements are
applied to a volume around the cubes, on the cube surfaces, cube edges, to the wake region,
and the computational domain wall boundary. Five layers of grid near the wall boundaries
are made prismatic (i.e., running parallel to the local surface). The width of the nearest cell
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to the surface is stretched by about 1.5 times its thickness. This would allow for better
interpolation where the change of gradients is the highest. The ensuing computational mesh
has a y+ value of 40 - 110, where the lowest values are near the cube bases. The
corresponding wall function (the ‘all y+ treatment’) is adopted for the given range of y+
values. The sensitivity of results to successive grid refinement states are checked; the
converged states are used for the final simulation (Figure 3.5).

Figure 3.5 Elevation view of a sample mesh section
The grid-sensitivity for a typical simulation set with ≈ 4.5, 3.5 3, 2.5 million cells
(corresponding to y+ values of ≈ 20, 30, 75, and 90 near the building surfaces, respectively)
is tested. The results obtained have shown no significant changes (<3%) to the measured
value of CHTC for all orientations except the leeward side (Figure 3.6). The maximum error
obtained in the measured value of CHTC (λ = 0.075) on the leeward surface is 11%. This
may be because the leeward surface is fully engulfed in the wake region. This may be
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considered small as the leeward surface contributes the least portion to the overall CHTC
of the building surfaces.

Figure 3.6 The sensitivity of surface average CHTC for various grid resolution for
all surface orientations

3.2.4

Calculation of CHTC

Firstly, the nodal CHTC (CHTCp) is obtained using the standard wall function formulation:
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𝐶𝐻𝑇𝐶𝑝 =

𝜌(𝑦𝑝 )𝐶𝑝 (𝑦𝑝 )𝑢∗
𝑇 + ( 𝑦 + (𝑦𝑝 ))

Eq.3.9

where 𝜌 is air density, 𝐶𝑝 is specific heat capacity of air, u∗ is the friction velocity, 𝑦𝑝 and
𝑇𝑝 are distance along the surface normal and temperature of the near-wall cell, respectively,
𝑦+= 𝑢∗𝑦𝑝/𝑣 is the dimensionless wall distance, 𝑣 is the kinematic viscosity, and 𝑇+ is the
near cell dimensionless temperature obtained analytically from Kader (1981) wall function
for temperature distribution.
The CHTC reported in this paper is obtained using an upstream, undisturbed, reference
temperature Tref, that is unaffected by the presence of the buildings. Therefore, the postprocessing of the reported CHTC is based on,

𝐶𝐻𝑇𝐶 = 𝐶𝐻𝑇𝐶𝑝

(𝑇𝑠 − 𝑇𝑝 )
(𝑇𝑠 − 𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑓 )

Eq.3.10

where 𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑓 the inlet flow temperature, 𝑇s is the surface/wall temperature applied and
𝐶𝐻𝑇𝐶p, and 𝑇𝑝 is determined from values at the near-wall cell in the CFD simulation.

3.3

CFD Validation

The validity of a CFD simulation is only ascertained after the results of the procedure are
verified. To this end, validation is conducted against (i) an experimental finding of a
closely similar setup for an array of model scale obstacles and (i) full-scale simulation for
an isolated building.

3.3.1

CFD validation against experimental work
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The validity of a CFD simulation is only ascertained after the results of the procedure are
verified by an experimental finding of a closely similar setup. Experimental evaluation of
heat transfer from surfaces of cubes in an array is performed by Meinders et al. (1998). In
the present simulation, the experimental geometry of Meinders (1998) is replicated in a
CFD environment. The results obtained are then compared against the experimental
findings.
The Meinders (1998) experiment is performed in a wind tunnel with a 500 mm x 50 mm
test section. A row of 9 (nine) cubes aligned in the streamwise direction mounted in the
middle of the vertical channel wall. The cube size and the spacing between the cubes are
15 mm each. The cube is made of a 1.5 mm shell of epoxy layer and an internal copper
core. The copper core is maintained at a temperature of 75 ℃, and the epoxy material has
a conductivity of approximately 0.24 W/m.K.

Figure 3.7 Schematic drawing of a) each cubical element, b) the setup of the
experimental tunnel.
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An infrared camera scans the external surfaces of the cubes to provide the temperature
distribution that can again be used to calculate the convective heat transfer coefficient; after
accounting for radiative losses from supply flux. The inlet is supplied with a bulk velocity
of 5.1 m/s, corresponding to an approximate Reynolds number of 5065 based on the height
of the cubes. The temperature of oncoming flow at the inlet is set at 21 ℃. The schematic
of the experimental set up is shown in Figure 3.7. Additional detail information can be found
in Meinders (1998).
A 1:1 scale of the tunnel section is modeled in a CFD environment with the downstream
fetch sized 20H, so that downstream wake effects are fully contained within the domain.
Upstream fetch of 5H considered according to Tominaga et al. (2008) and Franke et al.
(2011). The wall, on which the cubes are mounted, is oriented vertically to match the
condition in the experiment, as shown in Figure 3.9. The building representation is such that
a 1.5 mm thick cubical shell, of 15 mm outer size, is considered. The properties of epoxy
material are used to allow for the calculation of conduction heat transfer through this shell.
The inner surface of all 9 cube shells is set to be at a temperature of 75 ℃. The cubes are
mounted along the stream direction and spaced 15 mm apart from each other. The flow
domain has an inlet and outlet surfaces at upstream and downstream of the row of cubes
respectively. A temperature of 21 ℃ is applied to the incoming airflow. The outlet
conditions are kept at zero pressure gradient. All lateral, top and bottom faces of the
computational domain are considered adiabatic and no-slip wall boundaries; the same as it
has been in the experiment. The outer surfaces of the cubes are set as no-slip walls, with
non-adiabatic environmental conditions.
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Close to 1.4 million polyhedral grid cells are generated and picked after sensitivity testing.
There are about 6 layers of stretched prisms near all walls and building surfaces.
Refinements are incorporated near the wall, buildings surfaces, and the wake region; to
properly capture high gradient effects in these regions. The ensuing mesh produced a
maximum y+ value of around 5.
The lower near logarithmic and the middle uniform portions of the nlet velocity profiles
are directly applied from the digitized table of the experimental inputs; provided in
Meinders (1998). The upper laminar portion of the profile is obtained from the recycling
of the profile for this portion in a smooth channel without the presence of the cubes (while
fixing the lower and middle portion as given above throughout the iteration). The cycle is
reiterated until the profiles at inlet and outlet have matched within 2 %. The same procedure
is used to obtain the upper portion of the turbulent intensity profile, while the lower and
mid sections are taken from the experiment. The velocity and turbulent kinetic energy
inputs are shown in Figure 3.8.
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a)

b)

Figure 3.8 a) The adopted mean inlet velocity, b) turbulent kinetic energy profiles
(solid line: experimental data; broken line: from re-cycling method; symbol: input
to CFD)

a)

b)

Figure 3.9 CFD implementation of the Meinders (1998) experimental setup a) the
tunnel chamber b) each cubical shell element.
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a)

b)

Figure 3.10 Comparison of simulated and experimental results along the paths: a)
ABCD b) EFGHE
A comparison is made against the records of temperature at the surfaces of the 5th cube in
the row. The results are collected at a vertical mid-line on the windward (AB) and leeward
(CD) surfaces and a horizontal mid-line on the top (BC) surface of the 5th cube as shown
in Figure 3.10a; corresponding to the longitudinal vertical plane section cutting midway
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through the cubes. Liu et al. (2013) conducted the same measurement in a CFD
environment with a k-epsilon, k-omega, and LES turbulence models. They found the kepsilon model to perform better than the other two-equation model (k-omega). The results
of the present measurement with Meinders (1998) and Liu et al. (2013), data obtained using
the k-epsilon turbulence model, are indicated in Figure 3.10. On the top and leeward
surfaces, the present RSM simulation can predict the experimental results well and better
than the k-epsilon turbulence model simulation results. In the windward face, however,
both the CFD simulations match but with a margin of error from the experimental records.
This may have been due to uncertainty both from spatial coordinate (experimental cube
and spacing are very small in size) and temperature measurement itself (Meinders 1998).
The artificial introduction of inlet data in the uppermost boundary layer through the method
of recycling may have some effects.
Additional data is collected at a horizontal mid-line on the windward (EF), lateral (FG,
HE), and leeward (GH) surfaces of the 5th cube as shown in Figure 3.10b; corresponding to
the horizontal section plane cutting mid-height of the cubes. The results of this data
reinforce the remarks made above. In general, the present simulation reasonably predicts
the temperature distribution on the surface of the building with an average deviation of less
than 4 % from the experimental values.

3.3.2

CFD Validation against full-scale Numerical studies

The cubical building model is exposed to atmospheric boundary layer profile, with
velocities of 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5 m/s at 10 meters from ground level. The aerodynamic
roughness height is kept the same for all simulations, i.e., 𝑧0 = 0.01. The detailed procedure
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is as outlined in sections 3.1 - 3.4, except that a single cube with a building height of 13.5
meters is kept in the domain. The resulting windward surface CHTC value versus 𝑢10 data
is fit to a power-law curve, as shown in the plot Figure 3.11. The results of these sets of
simulations are compared against recent publications (Kahsay et al. 2018, Montazeri et al.
2015, Defraeye et al. 2010, Blocken et al. 2009). Among many sets, Montazeri (2015)
considered simulations of CHTC for isolated cubes with heights H = 10 m and 20 m (with
W =H). The coefficient and exponent of correlation obtained for the windward faces in the
present simulation closely matched the values obtained by Montazeri et al. (2015), as
shown in Figure 3.11.
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Figure 3.11 Comparison CHTC from windward surfaces against CFD studies by
Kahsay et al. (2018), Montazeri et al. (2015), Defraeye et al. (2010), Blocken et al.
(2009)
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3.4

Results and discussion

Simulated velocity contours for three selected packing densities (0.01 from isolated flow,
0.1 from interference flow, and 0.25 from skimming flow regimes) are shown in Figure 3.12
-14.

a) Elevation (y = 0)

b) Plan view (z =H/2)
Figure 3.12 Velocity contours on vertical and horizontal section planes for λ = 0.01
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In the λ = 0.01 case, it can be observed that the wake of a cube and the horseshoe vortices
in front of a cube immediately downstream are physically separated, and the mean
streamwise flow fills the spacing. However, in the λ = 0.1 case - corresponding to the
interference flow regime, the wake and horseshoe vortices interact with each other while
maintaining their locations. In larger densities, as in the case of λ = 0.25, the two vortices
merge into one large counter flowing vortex trapped between the two cubes. In this
scenario, the streamwise mean flow is observed to skim over the top of the vortex while
driving its circulation.

a) Elevation (y = 0)
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b) Plan view (z =H/2)
Figure 3.13 Velocity contours on vertical and horizontal section planes for λ = 0.1

a) Elevation (y = 0)

b) Plan view (z =H/2)
Figure 3.14 Velocity contours on vertical and horizontal section planes for the case
of λ = 0.25
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The convective heat transfer coefficient has been expressed in terms of velocity in many
previous investigations. These expressions indicate the heat transfer coefficient is related
to the power-law function of the wind velocity. It is noteworthy, however, that the wind
velocity in urban areas is related to the aggregation or packing of the buildings in the site.
Pertaining the above discussion, the following expression is hypothesized.
ℎ
𝑚 ∝ 𝑓(𝜆)
𝑢10

Eq.3.11

where the right-hand side of Eq.3.11 refers to a function dependent on the packing density,
λ, and the orientation of each building surface (windward, leeward, lateral, and top).

3.4.1

Isolated building case (λ = 0)

Note that, from Eq.3.1 and Eq.3.11, f (λ) is a constant when λ = 0 (isolated building case).
This point can be, first, used to determine the value of the exponent m. Hence, the exponent
m is first obtained from simulations conducted on an isolated building. The power-law fit
curves for CHTC versus velocity (u10) has been extracted from the CFD validation exercise
on isolated cube, detailed in section 3.5. The values of m and C are found from the
equations for these curves (Figure 3.15 and Table 3.4).
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Figure 3.15 Heat transfer coefficient versus wind speed for an isolated cube
Table 3.3 The equations required to fit the data in Figure 3.15.

Surface

Equation

Coefficient of determination (R2)

Windward h = 5.86*𝑢10 0.85

0.9999

Top

h = 3.75*𝑢10 0.86

0.9997

Lateral

h = 3.35*𝑢10 0.87

0.9999

Leeward

h = 2.51*𝑢10 0.85

1

The values of m obtained are 0.85, 0.86, 0.87, and 0.85 for the windward, top, lateral, and
leeward surfaces respectively, as shown in the plot Table 3.4.

3.4.2

Building packing density λ > 0

According to Eq.3.11, if the upstream wind condition, 𝑢10 , is maintained the same for all
simulations with varying density, the following holds true,
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ℎ ∝ 𝑔(𝜆)

Eq.3.12

where the right-hand side of the Eq.3.12, g (λ) is a function dependent on the packing
density, λ, and the orientation of each building surface (windward, leeward, lateral and
top). By fixing all upstream properties, the number of control variables is reduced. This
enables us to establish the correct relationship between the remaining variables involved.
The upstream conditions implemented in all the simulation cases are as described in section
3. Measurement of CHTC is conducted from cubes near downstream of the array (namely:
10, 11, and 12th cubes, as cubes counted from upstream), at which the flow development
has been reached. Results presented in this paper are collected from the 11th cube of all
cases for consistency purposes. According to Macdonald (2000) flow development is
achieved at (and above) 20H from the leading cube. This can be reached at the 10th cube
for the highest density tested, and earlier for the other densities. The trend of windward
CHTC along the stream (along the cubes) for selected densities is shown in Figure 3.16. The
values of CHTC at the downstream end of the array, where the flow is fully developed,
becomes approximately constant as shown by the red box in Figure 3.16.
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Figure 3.16 CHTC variation on the windward surface of each cube at several
densities from upstream to downstream (i.e., cube 1 - 14)
The CHTC trend against density (λ) for all building surfaces is also shown in Figure 3.17
which reveals the trend of CHTC in the different flow regimes differs. More importantly,
it is observed that in the isolated flow regime, the CHTC witnesses very drastic changes
for alterations in density. Whereas CHTC in the interference and skimming flow regimes
change relatively gently but with slightly different slopes. For this reason, two different
simplified sets of correlations are suggested. The first for the isolated flow regime and the
second for the combination of interference and skimming flow regimes. The general trend
in the latter two regimes is, the CHTC decreases with an increase in density. This could
reasonably be attributed to the relatively lower mean local wind velocity of flows in denser
canopies. The decrease of mean velocity in denser canopies is well-known (Awol et al.
2017, Wang 2014, Coceal et al. 2004, Cheng et al. 2002, Macdonald 2000, Cowan 1968,
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Cionco 1965). Contour plots in Figure 3.18 show the changes in CHTC over the surfaces
for selected densities. This effect, however, has never been accounted for in widely used
correlations, whose tests are based only on the investigation on isolated cubes.
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Figure 3.17 CHTC versus canopy density for each building surface

Figure 3.18 Contour plots of CHTC on surfaces of the cube at selected densities
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Figure 3.19 indicates the curve fits on the simulated CHTC data in the isolated flow regime.

Even though the specific trend of CHTC on each cube surface is different, a quadratic fit
for each curve provides a reasonable match. Accordingly, the equation of the curves for
each surface is shown in Table 3.4.
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Figure 3.19 Heat transfer coefficient versus wind speed in the isolated flow regime
Table 3.4 The equations required to fit the data in Figure 3.19.
Surface

Equation

Coefficient of
determination (R2)

Windward

h = 3667.4*λ2 - 245.48*λ + 19.06

0.9985

Top

h = -5973.7*λ2 + 209.47*λ + 12.24

0.9896

Lateral

h = 1820.6*λ2 - 65.54*λ + 11.08

0.892

Leeward

h = 1837*λ2 – 92.56*λ + 8.17

0.991
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Figure 3.20 shows linear fit curves for the remaining (data in the interference and skimming

flow regime) portion of the CHTC data. The equations for these curves are shown in Table
3.5.
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Figure 3.20 Heat transfer coefficient versus wind speed in the interference and
skimming flow regimes
Table 3.5 The equations required to fit the data in Figure 3.20.
Surface

Equation

Coefficient of determination (R2)

Windward h = -25.36*λ + 13.9

0.9756

Top

h = -7.36*λ + 13.74

0.9559

Lateral

h = -18.64*λ + 11.73

0.9716

Leeward

h = -13.04*λ + 7.89

0.9366
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Overall, the results discussed can be summarized in a single table of correlations.
Considering the exponent m obtained from the isolated cube experiment (Figure 3.15, Table
3.3), the equations can be re arranged as in Table 3.6.

Table 3.6 Summary of proposed correlations
Surface

Isolated roughness flow regime

Interference and skimming flow
regime

Windward

0.85
ℎ = 5.87𝑢10
(192.4 𝜆2 – 1 2.88𝜆 + 1)

0.85
ℎ = 5. 87𝑢10
(0.73 – 1 . 33𝜆)

Top

0.86
ℎ = 3. 72𝑢10
(−488 𝜆2 + 17.11𝜆 + 1)

0.86
ℎ = 3. 72𝑢10
(1.12 – 0 . 6𝜆)

Lateral

0.87
ℎ = 3. 32𝑢10
(164.3 𝜆2 – 5 . 92𝜆 + 1)

0.87
ℎ = 3.32𝑢10
(1.06 – 1 . 68𝜆)

Leeward

0.85
ℎ = 2.51𝑢10
(224.8 𝜆2 – 1 1.33𝜆 + 1)

0.85
ℎ = 2.51𝑢10
(0.97 – 1 . 6𝜆)

CHTC plot based on the proposed correlations are shown in Figure 3.21.
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Figure 3.21 CHTC plots based on the proposed correlation in Table 3.6 (all
orientations)

3.4.3

Test case for building packing density λ = 0.075

We have tested the coefficients C and exponent m of the correlation for a density of λ =
0.075. A comparison of the values of C and m obtained from the proposed correlation
(Table 3.6) and the new set of simulations is conducted. The results (Figure 3.22, Table 3.7)
indicated that the maximum error in the coefficients (C) is 2.3%, corresponding to the
lateral surfaces, and the maximum error in the exponents (m) is 0.58%, corresponding to
the top surfaces. This should be anticipated, as the flow field around these surfaces (lateral
and top) is affected by recirculation and is also sensitive to turbulence fluctuations.
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Figure 3.22 Power-law curve fit between CHTC and u10 for the test case λ = 0.075
(all surfaces)
Table 3.7. A power-law expression for the test case at λ = 0.075
Surface

Equation

Windward h = 3.71*𝑢10 0.853

3.5

Coefficient of determination (R2)
1

Top

h = 4.08*𝑢10 0.865

0.9999

Lateral

h = 3.02*𝑢10 0.867

1

Leeward

h = 2.11*𝑢10 0.854

1

Conclusion

The presence of buildings around another building alters the local microclimate from what
it would have been if a building was to be located in an open surrounding. The nature of
aggregation or rarefaction of these buildings is parameterized by the packing density.
Consequently, the need for accounting the impact of surrounding buildings on the
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evaluation of the convective heat transfer coefficient is argued. CFD’s capability to enable
full-scale simulations in several cases, with better variable control is utilized.
Several packing density cases were chosen to encompass the three flow regimes, namely:
isolated flow (λ < 0.027), interference flow (0.027< λ < 0.155), and skimming flow options
(λ > 0.155). The simulation process is validated against previous experimental and
numerical work. In general, the RSM turbulence model used in the present simulation
performed well in relation to the k-epsilon turbulence model, in approaching the
experimental records.
The results of the present work revealed the external CHTC behaves differently in the three
regimes, and on the building surfaces. There is a sharp change in CHTC for sparse canopy
cases. The trend, in general, indicates an increase of CHTC with density for the top surface,
a decrease of CHTC for all other surfaces with an increase in density. For denser canopies,
the CHTC decreases gently as density increases for all surfaces. For the highest density
considered, the values of CHTC reduce by over 55%, 30%, and 40% from their
corresponding benchmark values in the case of isolated building studies for Windward,
Lateral and Leeward surfaces respectively. The top surface, however, has its peak CHTC
in the middle of the isolated flow regime. The peak top surface CHTC value is 17% higher
than the CHTC at the benchmark case or the value at the highest density (which are found
very close). Lastly, a correlation of CHTC comprising both wind speed and urban packing
density is presented.
This research does only address the impact of a uniform urban form on CHTC, and it does
not address the outstanding and more realistic, issues like the introduction of heterogeneity
to this model.
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Chapter 4

4 Semi-analytical estimation of external convective heat

transfer coefficient for buildings in an urban-like setting

4.1

Introduction

Research on a more reliable urban wind and heat transport models is increasing driven by
sustainability interests as a result of vulnerabilities arising from climate change and the
associated higher energy demands (Grimmond et al. 2010). A World Bank report shows
70% of the greenhouse gas emission is generated in cities (UN-Habitat 2011). Population
growth in cities requires efficient use of space, as cities become denser through time.
Adamek et al. (2017), for example, have shown the temporal changes in the density of
buildings in the city of Toronto over the past decades, and how variations to the urban
morphology affected the urban micro-climate. Micro-climatic variations imply changes to
the urban wind flow, heat transport, and pollutant/mass movement. The circumstances are
expected to amplify in upcoming decades as forecasts indicate more than 66% of the world
population starts to live in urban places by 2050 (UN - DESA 2018). Implications of this
could be a severe rise in energy demand and pollution removal needs.
The effect of the urban morphology on the ensuing microclimatic change in urban canopies
has been studied with focus on pollutant dispersion (Di Sabatino et al. 2007, Hang et al.
2012, Yuan et al. 2014), pedestrian comfort (Blocken et al. 2012, Arkon et al. 2013, Tsang
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et al. 2012, Adamek et al. 2017, Du et al. 2018), indoor wind environment (You et al. 2017)
and wind loading (Elshaer et al. 2017). However, there is very limited investigation
focusing on the impact of changes in urban morphology on convective heat transfer from
buildings. The two exceptions in surveyed literature thus far, to account for urban
morphology in the determination of CHTC, are by Lui et al. (2013) and Awol et al. (2019).
On a pioneer work by Oke (1988), the air flow around a pack of idealized buildings is
studied. Oke (1988) identified three distinct regimes of flow, having different flow
structures based on proximity between the various obstacles. The first is called isolated
roughness regime, where the spacing between buildings can be very large compared to the
height, in which case the wake from one of the obstacles hardly influences the flow around
an obstacle downstream. In this case, the flow field resembles that of around a purely
isolated obstacle. The second flow regime is called wake interference. In this case, there is
significant interaction between the wake of an upstream obstacle on an obstacle
downstream; and this condition is distinguished by pronounced mass exchange (besides
momentum / turbulent shear) between the flow under the canopy and the one over it. In the
third regime called skimming flow, the flow above the canopy skims over the obstacles
and there exists a counter-current vortex trapped in the spaces between the obstacles.
Exchanges in momentum due to turbulent shear at the top of the canopy are believed to
drive the counter-flow under the canopy. See Table 1.1 for a summary of the flow regimes
at different canopy density with schematic descriptions.
Packing density has been used as an expression of aggregation of an urban built system.
There are two ways in which packing density has been defined, namely the frontal and
planar forms of aggregation.
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The presence of bluff bodies in urban environments is commonly simulated in research by
idealized roughness elements, an array of an inline or staggered arrangement of small-scale
objects (usually considered as cubes) mounted on a wall. Here the cube heights are meant
to represent the average height of the roughness. Most of these investigations are laboratory
experiments (Yang et al. 2016, Macdonald 2000, Cheng et al. 2002,) and some CFD
simulations (Castro 2017, Yang et al. 2016, Abdi and Bitsuamlak 2016, 2014, Coceal et al.
2006).
In general for canopies, the frontal packing density (λf ), planar packing density (λp ) are
expressed as;

𝜆𝑓 =

𝐴𝑓
𝐴𝑝
, 𝜆𝑝 =
𝐴𝑑
𝐴𝑑

Eq.4.1

where Af is the frontal area, Ap is the planar, and Ad is the unit underlying lot area on the
ground surface (Figure 4.1).

Figure 4.1 Description of areas used to determine a density parameter
The frontal area, Af, represents the area of obstruction exhibited by the flow due to
obstructing elements. Other packing density considerations may employ the planar area
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density, Ap; representing the average area of horizontal planar projection cast by the
obstacles. In most urban canopy flow simulations, buildings are represented by arrays of
cubes, implying equal frontal and planar area indices (Af = Ap). For which,

𝜆𝑓 =

𝐻2
1
=
= 𝜆𝑝
2
𝑆 2
(𝑆 + 𝐻)
(1 + 𝐻 )

Eq.4.2

where H is the cube height, and S is the spacing between adjacent cubes.
External convective heat transfer coefficient of buildings has been estimated from several
correlations obtained from experimental and numerical simulations (Kahsay et al. 2018,
Montazeri et al. 2015, Blocken et al. 2009, Emmel et al. 2007, Nakamura et al. 2001,
Natarajan et al. 1994; Meinders et al. 1999, Jurges 1924; Sparrow et al. 1979). An extensive
review of CHTC correlations has been provided in Mirsadeghi et al. 2013, Defraeye et al.
2011, and Palyvos 2008. However, reported correlations are found to have significant
scatter (Evangelisti et al. 2017, Mirsadeghi et al. 2013, Defraeye et al. 2011, Emmel et al.
2007), mainly due to the specific conditions under which each study is conducted. It is
noted that the largest CHTC estimate, from one correlation, could be 5 to 10 times the
smallest, from other correlation at the same conditions (Chen et al. 2017). This variation
further widens for higher wind speeds.
Most convective heat transfer evaluation correlations outlined in literature are obtained
from studies on isolated buildings with open terrain exposure condition and with the
absence of other surrounding buildings. However, the changes in urban microclimate can
be due to terrain difference, surrounding built form and arrangement (Moonen et al. 2012,
Blocken et al. 2011, Franke et al. 2007, Coceal et al. 2004, Macdonald 2000, Stathopoulos
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et al. 1995, Oke 1988). Adamek et al. (2017) have shown how a city development can bring
about changes in urban form; and consequently, change in the microclimate near buildings.
The CHTC and microclimatic properties in the urban canopy remains to be the two main
sources of uncertainty in attaining robust building energy performance (Chen 2017). For
instance, u10 is directly evaluated using a modified log-law wind profile with adjusted
aerodynamic roughness for the typical exposure. However, several researchers have
indicated that the velocity profile in urban and plant canopies is never logarithmic and is
considerably reduced from the log-law predictions (Castro 2017, Coceal et al. 2004,
Macdonald 2000, Oke 1988, Awol et al. 2017, Wang 2014, Coceal et al. 2004, Cheng et
al. 2002, Macdonald 2000, Cowan 1968, Cionco 1965). This reduction in flow speed, in
turn, influences the values of CHTC computed (Awol et al. 2019).
In this paper, we propose a semi-analytical heat transfer coefficient formulation based on
reference velocity derived from the local roughness sub layer (RSL) physics. Awol et al.
2017 derived a one-dimensional turbulence closure canopy flow model, which has been
used to obtain turbulence and drag parameters under RSL flow condition. We use the
findings from Awol et al. 2017 to find a new heat transfer coefficient model for windward
and top surfaces of the building. The new model addresses the urban microclimatic
parameters such as morphology, aerodynamic exposure, and reference velocity scale
issues. The validity of the heat transfer coefficient correlation obtained is verified by the
data obtained from a CFD simulation by Awol et al. (2019).
The main reasons why the study focuses on the windward wall and the roof semi-analytical
CHTC derivation are as follows. The windward surface (i) sees the most statisticallystationary wind flow (compared to the other surfaces), hence allows more consistent
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discussion and correlations (Kahsay et al. 2019, Montazeri et al. 2015, Nicceno et al. 2002),
(ii) usually exhibits the highest value of CHTC (Meinders 1998), and (iii) often used as the
sole building convective heat estimation basis, along with leeward values, in BE and HAM
tools (Mirsadeghi et al. 2013). The top surface (i) often exhibits the highest or second
highest CHTC measure (Wang et al. 2006, Nakamura et al. 2001, Meinders 1998, Chyu et
al. 1991) and (ii) is less discussed in CHTC correlation provisions (Mirsadeghi et al., 2013).
Moreover, the two surfaces are the most wetted by wind-driven rain, and the coefficients
CHTC and CMTC (convective moisture transfer coefficients) are very important
(Montazeri et al. 2015, Janssen et al. 2007, Blocken et al. 2004, Künzel et al. 1996).

4.2

Semi-analytical CHTC model derivation

A convective heat transfer coefficient model will be derived based on mean and turbulent
velocity for a representative canopy level. The characteristic location for the vertical
windward surface is considered as the location of the average mean velocity between the
ground and the canopy top. For the top surface, however, the location of the canopy top
itself is adopted as representative of the characteristic location of the flow. The analytical
mean wind velocity profile derived by Awol et al. (2017), and a CFD simulation data for
CHTC reported in Awol et al. (2019) will be used.
In Awol et al. (2017), space averaged analytical mean stream-wise velocity profile was
developed from one-dimensional turbulence closure and linearized drag parametrization
that is applied to steady Navier-Stokes equation. In RSL flows, transport phenomenon
under the canopy is as a result of momentum exchange in the turbulent shear layer at the
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top of the canopy. For an idealized pack of buildings with a given density, the mean
velocity profile (u) is given by Eq.4.3.
𝑢
𝑙𝑛( 𝜁/𝜁0 )
= (𝛼/8)𝜁 2 + (1 − 𝛼/8)
𝑢𝐻
𝑙𝑛( 1/𝜁0 )

Eq.4.3

where uH is the velocity at mean roughness (building) height, H; ζ is the vertical distance
from the ground normalized by H; ζo is the aerodynamic roughness height of the
approaching flow normalized by H; α, the attenuation/linearization coefficient and is
related to the physical frontal area index/density, λf, of pack of buildings. The relationship
between α and λf has been obtained by curve fitting several experimentally measured values
of the shear length scale, as shown in Eq.4.4 (Awol et al. 2017).

=

8
exp ( −0.097 ln 2 ( f ) + 0.41 ln ( f ) + 0.87 )

(2 − b) 

Eq.4.4

where the shear length scale, Ls, is obtained from Eq.4.5.
𝐿𝑠
𝑢𝐻
1
==
=
,
𝐻
𝜕𝑢/𝜕𝜁|𝑧=1 𝛼/4 + (1 − 𝛼/8)𝑏

Eq.4.5

and, 𝑏 = 1/ 𝑙𝑛( 1/𝜁0 ).
It is to be noted that the boundary layer portion above the canopy is inertial, and hence is
represented by the modified log profile, commonly referred to as displaced log-law velocity
profile, given by Eq.4.6;
𝑢
𝑢𝑟𝑒𝑓

=

𝑙𝑛( 𝜁 − 𝐷/𝜁0 )
𝑙𝑛( 𝜁𝑟𝑒𝑓 − 𝐷/𝜁0 )

Eq.4.6
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where, uref is the reference velocity measured at ζref, the reference height; uref is related to
the meteorological data, measured at 10 m height from the ground. D is the displacement
height; and, institutively, is where the mean height at which the total surface drag force
acts.

4.2.1

Derivation for Convective heat transfer coefficient

The heat transfer coefficient in similarity or integral solution methods, for flow over a
horizontal flat plate, has been related to the mean velocity measurement. This has also been
empirically proven by several studies on isolated bluff bodies (Wang et al. 2006, Nakamura
et al. 2001, Meinders et al. 1999, Loveday et al. 1996, Quintela et al. 1995, Natarajan et al.
1994, Chyu et al. 1991, Ito et al. 1972, Sturrock 1971). The general form of this relationship
is,
𝑁𝑢 ∝ 𝑅𝑒 𝑚 , or ℎ ∝ 𝑢𝑚

Eq.4.7

where Nu is the Nusselt number, Re is the Reynolds number, h is the convective heat
transfer coefficient, and m is a constant coefficient (usually a coefficient of the orientation
of the surface). In this derivation, the physics near the windward surface is assumed to be
represented by an equivalent horizontal surface situated at the location of the average mean
velocity in the canopy.
The heat transfer coefficient can also be expressed in terms of the temperature gradient
near the surface. i.e.
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𝑁𝑢|𝑙𝑜𝑐𝑎𝑙 =

ℎ𝐻
𝜕𝜃/𝜕𝑧|𝑠
|
=−
𝐻|
𝐾 𝑙𝑜𝑐𝑎𝑙
𝜃𝑟𝑒𝑓 − 𝜃𝑠

Eq.4.8
𝑙𝑜𝑐𝑎𝑙

where K is thermal conductivity of air, ϴ is temperature, ϴref is the reference temperature
measured at the location of reference, the subscript s is for values at the surface of the bluff
body, z distance from the surface.
According to Panofsky et al. (1984), Cenedese et al. (1997), and Lo (1995), the gradients
of velocity (u) and that of temperature (ϴ) in atmospheric flow over the ground surface can
be related.
𝜕𝜃/𝜕𝑧|𝑠
1 𝜕𝑢
= 𝑓(𝑢∗ , 𝜃∗ , 𝑃𝑟𝑡 ) (
) |
𝜃𝑟𝑒𝑓 − 𝜃𝑠
𝑢𝑟𝑒𝑓 𝜕𝑧 𝑠

Eq.4.9

where u* is the friction velocity, ϴ* is the dynamical temperature scale (i.e., the temperature
variance normalized by the friction velocity), and Prt is the turbulent Prandtl number of the
flow. Thus,

𝑁𝑢|𝑙𝑜𝑐𝑎𝑙 =

ℎ𝐻
1 𝜕𝑢
|
∝(
) | 𝑓(𝑢∗ , 𝜃∗ , 𝑃𝑟𝑡 )
𝐾 𝑙𝑜𝑐𝑎𝑙
𝑢𝑟𝑒𝑓 𝜕𝑧 𝑠

Eq.4.10

However, more specific relationships are provided by Simonich et al. (1978) and Karava
et al. (2011) in their studies of the effect of turbulence changes on convective heat transfer.
The expressions suggested have the form;
𝑁𝑢 ∝ 𝐴𝐼𝑢 + 1

Eq.4.11

where Iu is the turbulent intensity, and A is a constant. The value of A suggested by Karava
et al. (2011), for an inclined windward roof surface, is 2.8. Since Iu = u’/u, and the
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turbulence fluctuation, u’, can be approximated, from mixing length theory, in terms of the
mean velocity gradient. The characteristic velocity of turbulence can be written as: u’ = lm
du/dz; in which, it is assumed that the velocity for the energy-carrying eddies is in the same
order as the velocity gradient for the mean flow. The mixing length, lm, can be
approximated with κ z. where κ is the von Karman constant and z is the distance from the
surface as defined earlier. Thus, Nu becomes as shown in Eq.4.12.
𝑁𝑢 ∝ (𝐴𝜅𝑧/𝑢𝐻 )𝜕𝑢/𝜕𝑧 + 1

Eq.4.12

where A is a constant coefficient, κ von Karman constant.
The upstream atmospheric boundary layer (ABL) flow undergoes significant alteration in
canopies, such that the mean velocity (and the Reynolds number) and the turbulence
intensity change significantly (often in orders of magnitude), from conditions at upstream
(Awol et al. 2017, Wang 2014, Coceal et al. 2004, Cheng et al. 2002, Macdonald 2000,
Cowan 1968, Cionco 1965). Therefore, estimations based on mesoscale measurements
may not be adequate to address changes of scale in the local microclimate.
The local heat transfer coefficient can be expressed by combining Eq.4.7 and Eq.4.12;
accounting for the mean and turbulence velocity changes in canopies;

𝑁𝑢|𝑙𝑜𝑐𝑎𝑙 =

ℎ𝐻
𝐴𝑘𝑧 𝜕𝑢
|
∝ [𝑅𝑒 𝑚 (
| + 1)]
𝐾 𝑙𝑜𝑐𝑎𝑙
𝑢𝑟𝑒𝑓 𝜕𝑧 𝑠

Eq.4.13
𝑙𝑜𝑐𝑎𝑙

where the subscript local refers to the values of the terms at a specific location in the canopy
(also, Re is based on ulocal and zlocal). However, CHTC is commonly expressed in surface
average measures. The average heat transfer coefficient is assumed to have a similar form
as the local heat transfer coefficient, same as in conventional flat plate convection
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discussions (Bejan 2004). Also, assuming the characteristic local flow condition to be
associated with the average flow velocity and gradient in the canopy layer,
ℎ𝐻
𝐴𝜅𝑧 𝜕𝑢
𝑚
|
∝ 𝑅𝑒𝑎𝑣𝑔
[(
) | + 1]|
𝐾 𝑎𝑣𝑔
𝑢𝑟𝑒𝑓 𝜕𝑧 𝑠

Eq.4.14
𝑎𝑣𝑔

where the subscript avg represents canopy average values of the variables (also, Re is based
on uavg and zavg). To relate Eq.4.14 to parameters in the canopy flow (from Eq.4.3) and the
location of measurement reference (i.e., 10 meters – approaching ABL flow parameters),
the average Reynolds number is expanded. Considering the windward surface,
m

Re mavg

 u avg   zavg   u H   H  
m
= 

  Re10


 u H   H   u10   z10  

 u avg   zavg   u H   H


 

 u H   H   u10   z10
m

Eq.4.15

m

  m
 z10  u10
 

Eq.4.16

Considering the top surface (i.e., horizontal roof),

m

Re

m
avg

 u   H  
m
= Re =  H  
  Re10
 u10   z10  

Eq.4.17

m
H

m

 u   H   m
  H  
 z10  u10
 u10   z10  

Eq.4.18
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where u10 is the value of the mean velocity of the undisturbed approaching flow at a
location of z10 =10 meter (also, Re10 is based on u10 and z10). Similarly, the gradient term in
the square bracket in Eq.4.14 can be expressed as,
𝐴𝜅𝑧 𝜕𝑢
[(
) | + 1]|
𝑢𝑟𝑒𝑓 𝜕𝑧 𝑠

= 𝐴𝜅
𝑎𝑣𝑔

𝐻 𝜕𝑢
|
+1
𝑢𝐻 𝜕𝑧 𝑎𝑣𝑔

Eq.4.19

Thus, using equation 2,

 u avg

 uH

 H u dz
=  b − 2 / 3 / 8 + (1 − b)
 = zo
u
H

H

Eq.4.20

The turbulence intensity approximation for the windward surface is,

𝜅

𝐻 𝜕𝑢
| | = 𝜅[𝛼(2(𝑧𝑎𝑣𝑔 / 𝐻) − 𝑏)/8 + 𝑏/(𝑧𝑎𝑣𝑔 / 𝐻)]
𝑢𝐻 𝜕𝑧 𝑎𝑣𝑔

Eq.4.21

𝑣

and for the horizontal roof (top) surfaces is,

𝜅

𝐻 𝜕𝑢
𝐻 𝜕𝑢
|
=𝜅
| = 𝜅[𝛼(2 − 𝑏)/8 + 𝑏]
𝑢𝐻 𝜕𝑧 𝑎𝑣𝑔
𝑢𝐻 𝜕𝑧 𝐻

Eq.4.22

From Eq.4.3 and Eq.4.22;
𝑧𝑎𝑣𝑔 2
(
) = 1/3 − (8/𝛼 − 1) 𝑏(𝑙𝑛( 𝑧𝑎𝑣𝑔 / 𝐻) + 1)
𝐻

Eq.4.23

Equation 4.23 can be solved by iterative procedures for specific values of α. Equation 4.23
can be replaced by a simplified curve fit expression with data analysis. The upper bound
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(i.e., at 𝛼 = 8) and lower bound (i.e., at 𝛼 = 0) values of zavg/H become √1/3 and 𝑒 −1
respectively. Using the reciprocal of shear length scale parameter (i.e., 𝛼(2 − 𝑏)/8 + 𝑏),
zavg/H curve fits the form given in Eq.4.24.
𝑧𝑎𝑣𝑔 /𝐻 = 𝑎1 [[𝛼(2 − 𝑏)/8 + 𝑏]𝑎2 ]

Eq.4.24

The resulting equation has list square coefficients of 𝑎1 = 0.5and 𝑎2 = 0.2. A plot of the
iterative solution and the new replacement equation are shown in Figure 4.2.
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0.55
zavg/H
Zav/H (curve fit)

0.45

Zav/H (iterative)
0.35
0

0.5

1
1.5
α(2-b)/8+b

2

2.5

Figure 4.2 Iterative solution data and curve fit representation for zavg/H Eq.4.23
The estimation of CHTC (from Eq.4.14) requires the determination of relation for uH/u10,
either from experimental or CFD simulation data. Presently, the uH/u10 data is extracted
from the CFD results by chapter 2, and it is plotted against 𝛼(2 − 𝑏)/8 + 𝑏 (a reciprocal
of the shear length scale parameter). The best fit curve is shown in Figure 4.3, and its
equation is,
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𝑢𝐻 / 𝑢10 = − 0.218 𝑙𝑛[𝛼(2 − 𝑏)/8 + 𝑏]

Eq.4.25
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uH/u10
0.55

0.30
0

0.5

1

1.5

α(2-b)/8+b
Figure 4.3 Curve fit equation for uH/u10 from CFD simulation
Thus, substituting in Eq.4.14, for the windward surface,
m

m

m

 u avg   zavg   u H   H 
h = Cs 
  
 
 
 u H   H   u10   z10 

m −1


H u
 Ak

u H z


avg


+ 1 u10m



Eq.4.26

for top surface,
m

u   H 
h = Cs  H  

 u10   z10 

m −1


H u
 A k
u H z


H


+ 1 u10m



Eq.4.27

Cs, the surface related coefficient has unique values for each surface of the building. The
uniqueness of these values for each surface is due to the orientation of each surface in
relation to the flow, which would put them in a relatively different flow condition.
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4.2.2

Determination of exponent m

Determination of m requires control of density, building height, z10, and zo. In the case of
the single isolated building (i.e., density, α ~ 0), each bracketed term in Eq.4.27 reduces to
a constant, and the equation reduces to Eq.4.28.
𝑚
ℎ = 𝐶𝑠,𝑖 𝑢10

Eq.4.28

where Cs,i is the surface coefficient in the isolated building scenario. Eq.4.28 is the
conventional CHTC model for buildings. A set of CFD simulations is conducted with
atmospheric boundary layer inlet conditions. The velocities at 10 m height, from the
ground, for the inlet profiles are set as 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5 m/s. The aerodynamic roughness
height considered for all cases is z0 = 0.01 m. the height of the building in these simulations
is H = 13.45 m. Mean velocity and turbulence data are extracted from ESDU. The
turbulence intensities and length scale tensor are extracted and are used to compute the
Reynolds stress components. The RSM turbulence closure is used to solve the steady
RANS system. The details of the simulation procedure are outlined in chapter 3.
The resulting CHTC value versus u10 data is fit to a power-law curve. The values of m for
the faces of the building became 0.85 and 0.86 for windward and top surfaces, respectively.
The values of Cs,i obtained for the windward and top surfaces of the building, respectively,
are 5.86 and 3.75. Monatzeri et al. (2015) conducted a simulation to find the CHTC values
on windward surfaces of isolated buildings, and the values obtained here match those
findings. Figure 4.4 shows the CHTC versus mean wind speed data. Table 4.1 summarizes
the correlations obtained.
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Figure 4.4 Heat transfer coefficient versus wind speed for an isolated cube
Table 4.1 The equations required to fit the data in Figure 4.4.

4.2.3

Coefficient of determination (R2)

Surface

Equation

Windward

h = 5.86*u100.85

0.9999

Top

h = 3.75*u100.86

0.9997

Determination of coefficient Cs

In the isolated building case where α ~ 0, the values of each bracketed term in Eq.4.27 is a
constant. Since 𝑏 = 1/ 𝑙𝑛( 𝐻/𝑧0 ) = 0.1388, and by taking A = 2.8 (Karava et al. 2011);
the coefficient Cs,i in Eq.4.28 can be expressed in terms of Cs. Thus, for the windward
surface,
𝐶𝑠,𝑖 = 𝐶𝑠 (0.8612)𝑚 (0.3303)𝑚 (0.8844)𝑚 (1.345)𝑚−1 [1.4707]

Eq.4.29
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and, for the top surface,
𝐶𝑠,𝑖 = 𝐶𝑠 (0.8844)𝑚 (1.345)𝑚−1 [1.1555]

Eq.4.30

Thus, the values of Cs for each surface of the building can be found by inserting the
corresponding values of m and Cs,i from Table 4.1 into Eq.4.29. Table 4.2 summarizes the
values of the model constants m, Cs,i, and Cs for each surface (windward and top) of the
building.
Table 4.2 Model constants for windward and top surfaces
Surface

4.3

Parameter

Windward

Top

m

0.85

0.86

Cs,i

5.86

3.75

Cs

13.46

3.76

Verification of the model

The validity of the overall procedure is confirmed by comparing the predictions of the
model against values obtained from CFD simulation with a range of densities. To this end,
additional set of CFD simulations with several densities ranging from very sparse building
arrangement (equivalent to λ = 0.1, where λ = λf = λp ) to dense cases up to λ = 0.25 are
considered. Spacings between buildings and computational domains are maintained the
same, while the width and height of buildings are changed according to changes in
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densities. The densities considered are 0.01, 0.02, 0.025, 0.05, 0.1, 0.15, 0.2, 0.25, and
building heights of 4.25, 6, 6.725, 9.5, 13.45, 16.45, 19, 21.25, 23.25, respectively.
An atmospheric boundary layer inlet condition with mean wind speed, u10, of 4 m/s, and
an aerodynamic roughness, zo, of 0.1 is applied for all the CFD simulation cases.
Turbulence intensity and length scale tensor data from Engineering Science Data Unit
(ESDU) are used to compute the input values of Reynolds stress in the principal directions.
The turbulence model employed is the Reynolds stress model (RSM), due to its
demonstrated superiority of representing flows with highly 3D motion and strong
secondary circulation. More details of the CFD simulation process and results can be found
in chapter 3.
The CHTC values computed from the current model at each density are compared against
the corresponding values obtained from the CFD simulation. Figure 4.5 (a and b) show the
comparison of predicted data against data from CFD simulation for each surface, and
Figure 4.6 shows the CHTC scatter plot for both surfaces. The results indicate the predicted
model data for both surfaces of the building closely matches the values from CFD. The
model is able to capture the rapid falling of CHTC in windward facades and a very gentle
decreasing CHTC curve in top surfaces against the increase of density. It is, however,
observed that there is a small deviation near λ = 0.5 and at a very dense canopy scenario.
This may be attributed to the current model’s assumption of a unified physics for all
densities, despite the regimes of canopy flow, in which the trend (slope) of CHTC may
vary for different ranges of densities (namely: isolated roughness flow, wake interference,
and skimming flow regimes). Given, the value of A = 2.8, suggested by Karava et al. (2011)
and adopted here, is obtained for an inclined roof surface, the agreement suggests the value
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of A is not significantly altered by the orientation of the surfaces under dense building
scenarios. The relatively small deviation in the curves may also be attributed to such local
effects as separation, reattachment, and wake; that cannot be addressed with the current 1D
analytical model.
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Figure 4.5 Comparison of CHTC data from model prediction and CFD simulation
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Figure 4.6 The scatter plot for CHTC of two surfaces
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The sensitivity of a recurring parameter, the Jensen number, in the model is tested for
orders of magnitude changes. The Jenson number (H/zo) represents the relative roughness
sizes of the built study area (H) and that of the upstream (background) approaching flow
(zo). The deviation of CHTC of the windward and top surfaces for errors of Jenson number
within one order of magnitude amount to a maximum of 6% and 3%, respectively. Figure
4.7 shows the curves of CHTC calculated from the model for three H/zo values of the

windward surface. Therefore, smaller errors in H/zo does not affect the CHTC results much.
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Figure 4.7 Sensitivity of H/zo on CHTC for the windward and top surfaces

4.4

Conclusion

A semi-analytical model is developed for the computation of the convective heat transfer
coefficient from buildings in an urban setting. The model is derived based on fundamental
empirical conclusions found in literature, and an analytical mean velocity profile model
developed recently. The results of the current model are verified against CFD simulation
data reported recently. Considering the simplifying assumptions made, the agreements
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achieved for both windward and top surfaces of the building are acceptable. The sensitivity
of a recurring parameter in the model, i.e., Jenson number (H/zo), is conducted, and its
effect on CHTC is found to be minimal for very small changes. Both analytical mean
velocity profile and the CFD simulation has been obtained for building like surfaces of
cubical bluff bodies. The real heterogeneity of the urban form has not yet been investigated,
and thus, the results of the current model remain better estimations, only to such conditions.
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Chapter 5

5 External convective heat transfer coefficient from

surfaces of building stocks in quasi-heterogeneous
setting

5.1

Introduction

The need for consideration of the influence of urban microclimate on CHTC from building
surfaces has been argued in some studies (Moonen et al. 2012, Blocken et al. 2011, van
Hoof et al. 2010). Chen et al. (2017) maintained the critical nature of this influence. The
effect of the sheltering from neighboring buildings has been considered in
site/configuration specific studies (Mirsadeghi et al. 2013, Liu et al. 2015, Allegrini et al.
2012, Liu et al. 2007). Awol et al. (2019) and chapter 3 stated the significant scatter in
existing CHTC correlations have roots in the challenge of sufficiently addressing the
microclimatic influences. Changes in CHTC are also reported by recent attempts to account
for the impact of the height of buildings alone by Montazeri et al. (2015) and Meseret et
al. (2017). Efforts have also been made to address the issue through a local velocity
reference condition. The results of this effort also demonstrate a discrepancy among
reported estimates of CHTC (Ito et al. 1972, Sharples 19994, Loveday et al. 2004, Liu and
Harris 2007).
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The alteration that occurs to the local wind field is responsible for the changes that would
arise on the CHTC from the building surfaces. The surrounding built arrangement (size,
orientation, and packing), in turn, is responsible for the changes to the wind field. This has
been recognized in several studies (Castro 2017, Adamek et al. 2017, Awol et al. 2017,
Franke et al. 2007, Coceal et al. 2006, Coceal et al. 2004, Cheng et al. 2002, Macdonald
2000, Cionco et al. 1998, Stathopoulos et al. 1995, Oke 1988). Several of the CHTC
correlations in literature are obtained from laboratory and field studies (Vereecken et al.
2018, Evangelisti et al. 2017, Liu et al. 2007, Hagishima et al. 2003, Loveday et al. 1996,
Jayamaha et al. 1996, Chyu et al. 1991, Sharples 1984, Sparrow et al. 1979, Kelnhofer and
Thomas 1976, Ito et al. 1972, Jürges 1924). However, recently, validated CFD simulations
has been used to successfully develop correlations for CHTC (Kahsay et al. 2018,
Montazeri et al. 2017, Montazeri et al. 2015, Liu et al. 2013, Karava et al. 2011, Defraeye
et al. 2010, Blocken et al. 2011, Blocken et al. 2009, Emmel et al. 2007). Further,
Mirsadeghi et al. 2013, Defraeye et al. 2011, and Palyvos 2008 have conducted an
extensive review of literature on the external convective heat transfer coefficient.
Meinder (1998) conducted an experiment on a row of cubes to investigate the effect of
neighboring obstacles on CHTC from a cube surface. Lui et al. (2013) examined the effect
by considering a 2D array of cubes. The numerical study in chapter 2 and the analytical
study by Awol et al. 2017 have shown the effect of urban packing density on CHTC (from
building surfaces) for homogenous packing densities, more specifically for cases with
equal frontal and planar densities (λf = λp, i.e., cubical buildings).The frontal packing
density (λf ), planar packing density (λp ) are expressed as;
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Figure 5.1 and Eq.5.1 and Eq.5.2 show definitions frontal and planar density; and how

practical urban form translated into simplified homogeneous built arrays.

a)

b)

Figure 5.1 Definitions of frontal and planar density a) the schematic heterogeneous
form b) the simplified homogeneous representation
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Eq.5.2

where Af,i is the frontal area per each building, Ap,i is the planar, and Ad,i is the unit
underlying lot area on the ground surface per each building. The representative frontal and
planar area densities at neighborhood level are then found from the ratio of the total frontal
(AF) and the total top (AP) surface areas for the total lot area, respectively.
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Although the cubical building system may be a pragmatic first step in the idealization of
the urban topology, it is an oversimplified one. Sets of more plausible nonhomogeneous
idealizations are examined in this study numerically. This paper presents two sets of CFD
based investigations to assess (i) the effect of change in frontal density on CHTC on
building surfaces by only varying λf while λp is fixed, and (ii) the effect of change in planar
density by varying only λp while λf is fixed, respectively. An array of planar and frontal
density pair are simulated from various representative flow regimes. The same input
conditions and the computational domain is set up for all cases, to limit the numerical
effects on each simulation. The validation, the test sets, the computational setup, and the
results of the study are discussed in the following sections.

5.2

Validation of the CFD model

The current CFD models are compared against the experimental findings of Merinders
(1998) for validation purposes. First, the experiments from literature are briefly described,
and second, the computational model that mimicked the experimental study is presented.
Meinders (1998) experiment was conducted in a chamber with a 500 mm x 50 mm test
section. Nine cubes were aligned along the longitudinal flow direction and in the middle
of the vertical channel wall. The cube size and the spacing between the cubes were 15 mm
each. The outer layer of the cube was a 1.5 mm epoxy shell, and a copper core formed the
inner part of the cube. The copper core was maintained at a temperature of 75 ℃, and the
conductivity of the epoxy material was approximately 0.24 W/m.K.
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Figure 5.2 Schematic drawing of a) each cubical element, b) the setup of the
experimental tunnel (plan view).
An infrared camera was used to scan the external surfaces of the cubes to provide the
temperature distribution used to calculate the convective heat transfer coefficient; after
accounting for radiative losses from supply flux. The inlet was supplied with a bulk
velocity of 5.1 m/s, corresponding to an approximate Reynolds number of 5065 based on
the height of the cubes. The temperature of oncoming flow at the inlet was set at 21 ℃.
Additional detail information can be found in Meinders (1998).
The computational model used for validation comprised a one to one scale replica of the
tunnel section with the downstream fetch size of 20H to ensure the full inclusion of the
downstream wake effects within the computational domain. Upstream fetch of 5H is
considered, according to Tominaga et al. (2008) and Franke et al. (2011). The wall, on
which the cubes are mounted, is oriented vertically to match the condition in the experiment
as shown in Figure 5.3. The properties of epoxy material are applied to the cubical shell
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model, to allow for the calculation of conduction heat transfer through the shell. The inner
surface of all cube shells is set to be at a temperature of 75 ℃. A temperature of 21 ℃ is
applied to the incoming airflow. The outlet conditions are kept at zero pressure gradient.
All lateral, top and bottom faces of the computational domain are considered adiabatic, noslip wall boundaries. The outer surfaces of the cubes are set as no-slip walls and with nonadiabatic environmental conditions.

a)

b)

Figure 5.3 CFD implementation of the Meinders (1998) experimental setup a) the
tunnel chamber b) each cubical shell element.
The lower near logarithmic and the middle uniform portions of the inlet velocity profiles
are directly applied from the digitized table of the experimental inputs; provided in
Meinders (1998). The upper laminar portion of the profile is obtained in the same manner,
as mentioned in (chapter 2). The velocity and turbulent kinetic energy inputs are shown in
Figure 5.4.
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Figure 5.4 A) The adopted mean inlet velocity and B) turbulent kinetic energy
profiles (solid line: data from the experiment; broken line: obtained from re-cycling
method; symbol: input implemented in CFD)
Comparison is made against the records of temperature at the surfaces of the 5th cube in
the row. The results are collected at the lines of intersection (AB, BC, and CD) between
the cube and a longitudinally running vertical plane bisecting the cube, as shown in Figure
5.5. Liu et al. (2013) conducted the same measurement in a CFD environment with a k-

epsilon, k-omega, and LES turbulence models. They found the k-epsilon model to perform
better than the other two-equation model (k-omega). The results of the present
measurement with Meinders (1998) and Liu et al. (2013), data obtained using the k-epsilon
turbulence model, are indicated in Figure 5.5. On the top and leeward surfaces, the present
RSM simulation can predict the experimental results well and better than the k-epsilon
turbulence model simulation results. In the windward face, however, both the CFD
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simulations match but with a margin of error from the experimental records. This may have
been due to uncertainty both from spatial coordinate (experimental cube and spacing are
very small in size) and temperature measurement itself (Meinders 1998). The artificial
introduction of inlet data in the uppermost boundary layer through the method of recycling
may have some effects.
More data has been gathered from a horizontal mid-line on the windward (EF), lateral (FG,
HE), and leeward (GH) surfaces of the 5th cube as shown in Figure 5.5b; corresponding to
the horizontal section plane cutting mid-height of the cubes. The results of this data
emphasize the remarks made above.
In general, the present simulation reasonably predicts the temperature distribution on the
surface of the building with an average deviation of less than 4 % from the experimental
values. (additional information regarding this section can be found from chapter #3, and
Meinders 1998)
a)
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b)

Figure 5.5 Comparison of simulated and experimental results along the paths: a)
ABCD b) EFGHE

5.3

Description of simplified quasi-heterogeneous urban
model

In this study, the nonhomogeneous urban topology (Figure 5.5a) is represented by an
equivalent but simplified homogenous arrangement (Figure 5.5b). The equivalency is
determined by maintaining equal frontal and planner density between the actual and
simplified topology as defined in equations (2) and (3). The frontal and planar density
parameters for nonhomogeneous urban packing density are described in Figure 5.5.
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5.3.1

Set of densities considered

A planar-frontal density pair matrix is generated. The two sets of densities are generated
corresponding to the two main objectives of the study, namely (i) effect of changing frontal
density at fixed planar density and (ii) effect of changing planar density at fixed frontal
density. A planar-frontal density pair matrix is generated representing these sets.

0.3

0.2
λf
0.1

0
0

0.1

0.2

0.3

λp
Figure 5.6 plot of λp versus λf showing the extent of the simulation set conducted
More specifically, the impact of changes in (i) frontal density (λf) and (ii) planar density
(λp) on CHTC from building surfaces are tested. In each of the three scenarios, the planar
density is kept fixed while varying the frontal densities. Figure 5.6 and Table 5.1 show the
test scenarios considered.
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Table 5.1 The sets of simulations conducted based on constant λp or λf
Density Set

A

λf

λp

F

0.125 0.125

0.01

0.01

G

0.15

0.02

0.02

H

0.175 0.02

0.15

0.1

0.1

0.175

0.175

B

0.025 0.025

0.25

C

0.05

0.3

0.02
0.05

I

0.2

0.2

0.1

J

0.225 0.225

0.175

K

0.25

0.1

D

0.075 0.075

0.175

E

0.1

0.02

0.25

0.5

0.3

0.1

L

0.3

0.1

0.175

0.175

0.25

0.25

0.3

0.3
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5.3.2

Computational domain, boundary conditions, and physics model

The representative urban density in each case is obtained from a hypothetical 2D array of
buildings with 14 in stream-wise and infinite size in transverse. For this type of
arrangement, the simplified representative flow can be obtained from the simulation of a
single longitudinal strip of the array. For this to be a sound representation, the two parallel
planes normal to the transverse direction those are placed half spacing away from the
selected row on either side need to be assumed planes of symmetry (as shown in
Figure 5.7). The limits of the simulation domain are shown in
Figure 5.7, and the dimensions are shown in Figure 5.8.
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Figure 5.7 The building array with the study section (broken lines) and spacing
parameters indicated on a) plan and b) elevation views.
The choice of the blocks’ dimensions is such that the same domain and boundary conditions
are used for all computational simulations. Accordingly, the domain is set up for the highest
density (building size) case considered using Tominaga et al. (2008) and Franke et al.
(2011).
The top surface of the domain is kept far enough from the top of the building and is
assumed a symmetry plane. The bottom surface of the domain is set as an adiabatic noslip wall. The block surfaces are wall boundaries at a uniform temperature of 30 ℃. The
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outlet of the domain is assigned a pressure outlet boundary condition (zero gradient along
the stream).

Figure 5.8 The computational domain, its dimensions, and boundary conditions (H
height of cubic = 21.25 m).
The inlet boundary is an atmospheric boundary layer wind extracted from Engineering
Science Data Unit (ESDU). The mean velocity profile has a velocity 𝑢10 ≈ 4.7 m/s at 10
m height in an open terrain exposure condition (of aerodynamic roughness, 𝑧0 = 0.01). The
turbulence values applied at the inlet are the three principal components of the Reynolds
stress tensor. These values are reduced from the components of turbulent intensity and
length scale tensor values provided by ESDU (corresponding to the mean velocity and
aerodynamic roughness combination mentioned above). Figure 5.9 shows the mean velocity
and the principal components of the Reynolds stress values implemented.
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Figure 5.9 The inlet profiles of mean velocity and the principal components of
Reynolds stress
Approximately 1.5*106 – 2.5*106 polyhedral grid cells are generated. The grids are refined
based on a volume around the blocks, the block surfaces, block edges, the wake region,
and the computational domain wall boundary. Five prismatic layers of grids are applied
near the wall boundaries (i.e., running parallel to the local surface). The width of the nearest
cell to the surface is stretched by about 1.5 times its thickness. The resulting computational
mesh has a y+ value of 40 - 110, among which the lowest values are found near the block
bases. An example of the computational grid used in one of the simulations is shown below
(Figure 5.10).
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Figure 5.10 Elevation view of a sample mesh section
Steady Reynolds Averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS) and the energy equations are
implemented to solve the problem in a CFD environment. The turbulence scheme used in
the study is the second-moment closure method, Reynolds stress turbulence model (RSM).
This method is important for flows like the present investigation where secondary flows
and anisotropic turbulence are substantial (Speziale 1995, Speziale 1991, Murthy et al.
2008, Leschziner 1990, Launder et al. 1975). (more information regarding this section can
be found from chapter #3).

5.4

Results and discussions

The results of the current study are plotted along with the data obtained from the equivalent
uniform density (cubical array) simulations. Figure 5.11 shows the CHTC trend on each
block along the longitudinal direction for all the surfaces. The CHTC values analyzed are
those recorded from the downstream end of the arrays (11th and 12th blocks), at which the
flow is considered fully developed.
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Figure 5.11 CHTC trend on each cube along the longitudinal direction for three
densities in each category
Plots of CHTC for selected case outlined in Table 5.1 are shown in Figure 5.12
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5.4.1

Effect of planar density

Figure 5.12 shows that the surface averaged CHTC consistently decreases with an increase

in planar density for windward and leeward surfaces (with varying slops at different frontal
density ranges - regimes). An increase of planar density decreases the canopy flow space
(cavity volume), which displaces a volume of the flow to the top inertial flow layer, thereby
decreasing the momentum/flow speed under the canopy. This decrease in mean flow under
the canopy thus results in lower CHTC compared to the lesser planar density case.
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Figure 5.12 CHTC trend per planar/frontal density at each frontal/planar density
regime for all surfaces
CHTC slightly decreases and then increases with planar density at all frontal densities, for
the top and lateral surfaces. Larger planar densities are associated with higher aspect
surfaces on the top and lateral sides. High aspect ratio surfaces, in turn, allow for increased
attached flow, thus higher convective transfer.

5.4.2

Effect of frontal density

At lower planar density, an increase in frontal density resulted in a corresponding increase
in CHTC for all surfaces. A higher frontal density combined with lower planar area density
implies slender buildings with relatively larger spacing between themselves. The outcome
being the flow surrounding the building surfaces is of a nearly isolated roughness regime,
in which the flow system approaching the building is the full-blown ABL flow. Moreover,
due to its slenderness, the higher portion of the building gets immersed into the higher wind
velocity level of the ABL flow.
At higher planar densities, however, the CHTC decrease with an increase in frontal
densities at different rates, except for Top and lateral surfaces for which the CHTC
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increases before going to the decreasing trend. At higher planar densities, the
corresponding flow space is considerably reduced because of the obstacles such that there
is significantly limited flow in the canopy, hence lower CHTC.
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Figure 5.13 CHTC trend per frontal density at each planar density regime for each
surface
5.5
5.5.1

Discussion
CHTC response surface

The above discussion hints, for each mean wind speed, that CHTC needs to be viewed as
a three-dimensional response surface as a function of planar and frontal densities. The
resulting mean CHTC response surface for the four surfaces of the building, generated from
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a cubic polynomial fit of the simulated data, as shown in Figure 5.14. The figure indicates
the ratio of CHTC at a given canopy density and the CHTC at the isolated building state
(hdense /hiso) against the two packing density representations. The results are also shown in
contour plots for additional clarity in Figure 5.15.
As shown in Figure 5.14 (and Figure 5.15), in general, for all surfaces, the highest CHTC
value is obtained at a combination of high frontal and low planar density. The Lateral and
top surface has additional peak CHTC points near high planar but low frontal densities.
The lowest CHTC happens when the highest of the two densities (very dense scenario)
overlap. The value of CHTC is found to be intermediate at the combination of low densities
from both dimensions (frontal and planar).

Figure 5.14 3D plots of CHTC for each surface per the value at the isolated
condition
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a) Windward

b) Top

c) Lateral

d) Leeward

Figure 5.15 Contour plots of CHTC for each surface per the value at the isolated
condition
The low-planar and high-frontal density combination (isolated slender buildings) give rise
to a less disturbed ABL flow in the canopies. The relative slenderness of the obstacles
under this scenario makes the tops of the buildings extend into the high velocity portion of
the ABL flow. These two may be the reasons why the CHTC is relatively higher under this
combination of densities. Figure 5.16 has the schematic representation of four extreme
densities, along with the CHTC contours for the four surfaces. Figure 5.16 also shows the
least flow space occurs when the density pair both become the highest, i.e., large footprint
and tall buildings. This is also when the most disturbance to the ABL happens, hence
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resulting in lowest mean velocity. This scenario, thus, corresponds to the lowest CHTC.
However, there is an additional peak zone for lateral and top surfaces near high-planar and
low-frontal density combination. This corresponds to short but large footprint buildings,
with the longest side aligned to along wind direction. As shown in Figure 5.16, this zone
can be described as having corresponded to relatively higher aspect lateral and top surfaces.
The relative enlargement of these surfaces means a larger flow attachment region, and
consequently, higher convection.
The simulation results also reveal the common claim that the windward surface provides
the highest CHTC may not be a general fact. Thus, the windward CHTC contribution may
be exceeded by CHTC from other surfaces depending on the density combinations. Figure
5.17 shows the global CHTC as the sum from all surfaces per the global value at the isolated

building case. Moreover, Figure 5.18 indicates the CHTC from each surface in relation to
the windward values (i.e., CHTC WW/CHTC Surface). The Winward value of CHTC may
be exceeded by the top and Lateral values of CHTC at the high-planar and low-frontal
density corner.
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Figure 5.16 Contour plots of CHTC for each surface along with schematic
representation densities at various corners
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Figure 5.17 Contour and 3D plots of the global CHTC value per the value at the
isolated condition

a) WW/Top

b) WW/Lateral

c) WW/Leeward

d) WW/Global

Figure 5.18 Contour plots of CHTC for each surface per the windward CHTC value
at the same density
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5.5.2

The CHTC surface fit equations

The resulting response surface (CHTC/hiso) is fit to a homogeneous bivariate cubic
polynomial model, corresponding to “Poly32” in MATLAB. The coefficients of the
polynomial and bounds per 95% confidence are shown in the Table 5.2. The values of the
goodness fit for the surface along all orientations is included. The polynomial has a form:
f(λf, λp) = p00 + p10* λf + p01* λp + p20*(λf )2 + p11* λf * λp + p02*(λp)2 + p30*(λf )3 + p21* (λf
)2* λp + p12* λf *(λp)2
Table 5.2 Coefficients for the polynomials fit for the simulated CHTC data
Coefficients

Surfaces/orientation
Windward
Top

Lateral

Leeward

0.9551
(0.9441, 0.9662)
-4.157
(-4.878, -3.436)

0.968
(0.9519, 0.984)
0.4681
(-0.5824, 1.519)

0.914
(0.8908, 0.9373)
-1.006
(-2.525, 0.5124)

-1.964
(-2.644, -1.284)
38.3
(27.25, 49.35)
-23.65
(-31.81, -15.49)
14.88
(11.22, 18.54)
-106.8
(-149.6, -64.04)
87.75
(55.3, 120.2)
-36.37
(-68.81, -3.921)

1.101
(1.074, 1.128)
-2.136
(-3.917, 0.3537)
3.268
(1.588, 4.949)
1.366
(-25.93, 28.66)
-15.56
(-35.72, 4.601)
-1.962
(-11, 7.077)
30.5
(-75.22, 136.2)
32.41
(-47.75, 112.6)
-23.82
(-104, 56.34)

0.1198
(-0.8709, 1.111)
-14.31
(-30.4, 1.784)
-10.76
(-22.65, 1.127)
11.75
(6.42, 17.08)
51.28
(-11.05, 113.6)
100.5
(53.23, 147.7)
-130.5
(-177.7, -83.23)

-0.7509
(-2.183, 0.6814)
11
(-12.27, 34.27)
-10.16
(-27.35, 7.025)
10.21
(2.507, 17.92)
-35.17
(-125.3, 54.94)
80.58
(12.25, 148.9)
-87.89
(-156.2, -19.56)

0.004159
0.9964
0.9958
0.009407

0.02538
0.945
0.9357
0.02324

0.008824
0.9901
0.9884
0.0137

0.01844
0.9728
0.9681
0.01981

(95% confidence)

p00
p10

p01
p20
p11
p02
p30
p21
p12
Goodness fit
SSE
R-square
Adjusted R2
RMSE
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When the polynomial equation is expressed based on the benchmark case CHTC for
isolated cube;
𝑚)
h = (𝐶 ∗ 𝑢10
∗ [p00 + p10* λf + p01* λp + p20*(λf )2 + p11* λf * λp + p02*(λp)2 + p30*(λf )3 +

p21* (λf )2* λp + p12* λf *(λp)2]

5.5.3

The CHTC surface versus Land-use class designation of a neighborhood

Table 5.3 presents planar and frontal densities of city neighborhoods from different parts of

North America. The table indicates the most practical range densities fall in the higher
planar, but between low and high frontal densities. Thus, indicating the common
assumption to use isolated buildings, and tests in the low planar density zone are less
representative. The distribution of this densities on a λp versus λf graph is shown in Figure
5.19

Table 5.3 Practical frontal and planar density combinations of various
neighborhoods of North American cities
Locations

Land-use Class

Vancouver, BC,

Suburban residential

λp
0.62

Canada

λf

Reference

0.19 Voogt and Oke (1997),
Grimmond and Oke (1999)

Sacramento, CA

Suburban residential

0.58

0.23 Grimmond and Oke (1999)

Arcadia, CA

Suburban residential

0.53

0.33 Grimmond and Oke (1999)

Chicago, IL (#1)

Suburban residential

0.47

0.28 Grimmond and Oke (1999)

Chicago, IL (#2)

Suburban residential

0.38

0.21 Grimmond and Oke (1999)

San Gabriel, CA

Suburban residential

0.36

0.14 Grimmond and Oke (1999)

Miami, FL

Suburban residential

0.35

0.16 Grimmond and Oke (1999)

Tucson, AZ

Suburban residential

0.33

0.19 Grimmond and Oke (1999)

Los Angeles, CA

Mixed residential

0.29

0.25 Burian et al. (2002a)
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Los Angeles, CA

High-density single-

0.27

0.12 Burian et al. (2002a)

family residential
Phoenix, AZ

Multifamily resident.

0.18

0.05 Burian et al. (2002c)

Salt Lake City, UT

High-density single-

0.19

0.25 Burian et al. (2002b)

family residential
Los Angeles, CA

Industrial

0.38

0.1 Burian et al. (2002a)

Vancouver, BC,

Light industrial

0.38

0.13 Voogt and Oke (1997),

Canada

Grimmond and Oke (1999)

Salt Lake City, UT

Industrial

0.27

0.15 Burian et al. (2002b)

Phoenix, AZ

Industrial

0.19

0.05 Burian et al. (2002c)

Mexico City,

Downtown

0.47

0.19 Grimmond and Oke (1999)

Downtown

0.37

Mexico
Vancouver, BC,
Canada

0.3 Voogt and Oke (1997),
Grimmond and Oke (1999)

Salt Lake City, UT

Downtown core area

0.33

0.32 Burian et al. (2002b)

Los Angeles, CA

Urban high-rise

0.32

0.45 Burian et al. (2002a)

Phoenix, AZ

Downtown core area

0.32

0.23 Burian et al. (2002c)

Los Angeles, CA

Downtown core area

0.29

0.38 Burian et al. (2002a)
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Figure 5.19 Plots practical frontal and planar density combinations of various city
neighborhoods
By corresponding the findings of the present work with the densities of the cities indicated,
the density combinations of the cites fall in the range where the lateral and top surfaces
contribute the larger CHTC than that of the windward surface (Figure 5.20).
In addition, Figure 5.20 may be used to zone CHTC values of buildings based on the built
type (land-use class) of the neighborhood. As indicated by the green colored oval circle,
the lowest CHTC values correspond to buildings in downtown, i.e., relatively tall and large
footprint structures. The red colored circle region of low frontal density and mid-to-high
planar density corresponds to industrial neighborhoods that have CHTC value comparable
or slightly larger than the windward values. These structures are large footprint but low
blockage. The high planar density but mid frontal density zone, shown by the blue circle,
in between the above two zones refer to the suburban residential neighborhoods. In this
region, the CHTC for top and lateral surfaces is larger than that of the windward. The
yellow circle near the mid-planar and low-and-mid frontal density range correspond to the
mixed residential neighborhoods.
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Figure 5.20 CHTC plots for each surface and distribution of density of urban
neighborhoods (by land-use class)
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5.6

Conclusion

The aim of the current work was to investigate the effect of broader changes in the urban
surface form (built packing density) on the CHTC from surfaces of buildings. Previous
studies found the importance of considering the presence of surrounding buildings in the
estimation of CHTC from building surfaces in an urban place; through CFD simulation of
uniform urban-like cubical obstacles. In this study, the obstacle size is modified to avoid
the simplistic but useful approximation of the urban form by uniform cubical obstacles.
The present modification presents a condition of unequal sets of frontal and planar
densities.
The results of the study primarily reveal that CHTC is affected both by changes in planar
as well as frontal densities. These changes might lead to up to 2.5 times higher or
approximately an order of magnitude lower CHTC compared to the conventional U10
formulations (hiso, which are mostly done without considering density effects). It is
observed the least CHTC values for the windward, and leeward surfaces lie at higher planar
densities, whereas the highest CHTC corresponds to the combination of the lowest planar
and highest frontal densities. An increase in planar area density increases the CHTC at
smaller frontal densities for top and lateral surfaces. The study shows the overall CHTC
estimate from conventional models may have mostly been overestimated from the real
values in city neighborhoods. Moreover, the general adoption of the windward CHTC as
the dominant value among all surfaces may not be the case at higher planar densities, where
most practical city neighborhood densities fall.
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This research can be advanced by considering additional heterogeneity in the form of
randomness to the urban form and by adopting transitions of density as in changes from
the outskirts to the downtown.
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Chapter 6

6 Conclusion and future work

6.1

Conclusion

A summary of the conclusions for the findings of the overall thesis is presented in this
section. The thesis has four major contributions, and the following paragraphs discuss
conclusions from each process.
A new analytical model for airflow in the canopy layer for sparse densities has been
developed from first principles with few key assumptions. The one-dimensional model
obtained for steady state, homogeneous turbulence in the roughness sublayer flow
considers, for sparse canopies, the local Reynolds stress by the square of local spaceaveraged mean velocity does not vary much from the corresponding value at the top of the
canopy. The model respects the near ground velocity predictions as per ABL considerations
(dynamic scale velocity); and approaches the apparent log-law atmospheric boundary-layer
profile at very low packing densities. These physical realities have not been demonstrated
by previously developed one-dimensional analytical models.
The current analytical model is validated through comparison with experimental data
obtained from the literature, and the sensitivity of the mean velocity profile is investigated
against changes in the shear length scale (Ls/H), and the aerodynamic roughness length
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scale (zo/H). Both of these processes demonstrated the present model gives acceptable
results.
These findings affect the evaluation of transport parameters in areas like convective heat
transfer, mass and pollutant dispersion in vegetative and urban canopies, and other urban
wind flow topics (PLW, wind energy, and wind-driven rain).
The presence of buildings around another building alters the local microclimate, from what
it would have been if the building were in the open surroundings. The nature of aggregation
or rarefaction of these buildings is parameterized by the packing density. Consequently,
the need for accounting the impact of surrounding buildings on the evaluation of the
convective heat transfer coefficient is argued. CFD’s capability to enable full-scale
simulations in several cases with better variable control is utilized.
Several packing density cases were chosen to encompass the three flow regimes, namely:
isolated flow (λ < 0.027), interference flow (0.027< λ < 0.155), and skimming flow options
(λ > 0.155). The simulation process is validated against previous experimental and
numerical work. In general, the RSM turbulence model used in the present simulation
performed well in relation to the k-epsilon turbulence model, in approaching the
experimental records.
The results of the present work revealed the external CHTC behaves differently in the three
regimes, and on the building surfaces. There is a sharp change in CHTC for sparse canopy
cases. The trend, in general, indicates an increase of CHTC with density for the top surface,
a decrease of CHTC for all other surfaces with an increase in density. For denser canopies,
the CHTC decreases gently as density increases for all surfaces. For the highest density
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considered, the values of CHTC reduce by over 55%, 30%, and 40% from their
corresponding benchmark values in the case of isolated building studies for Windward,
Lateral and Leeward surfaces respectively. The top surface, however, has its peak CHTC
in the middle of the isolated flow regime. The peak top surface CHTC value is 17% higher
than the CHTC at the benchmark case or the value at the highest density (which are found
very close). Lastly, a correlation of CHTC comprising both wind speed and urban packing
density is presented.
A semi-analytical model is developed for the computation of the convective heat transfer
coefficient from buildings in an urban setting. The model is derived based on fundamental
empirical conclusions found in literature, and an analytical mean velocity profile model
developed as part of this work (chapter 2). The results of the current model are verified
against CFD simulation data reported earlier (chapter 3). Considering the assumptions
made, the agreements achieved for both windward and top surfaces of the building are
acceptable. The sensitivity of a recurring parameter in the model, i.e., Jenson number
(H/zo), is conducted, and its effect on CHTC is found to be minimal for very small changes.
With an aim to investigate the effect of broader changes in the urban surface form (built
packing density) on the CHTC from surfaces of buildings. The obstacle size is modified to
avoid the, too simple but useful, approximation of the urban form by uniform cubical
obstacles. The modification presents a condition of unequal sets of frontal and planar
densities.
The results of the study primarily reveal that CHTC is affected both by changes in planar
as well as frontal densities. These changes might lead to up to 2.5 times higher or
approximately an order lower CHTC compared to the conventional U10 formulations (hiso,
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which are mostly done without considering density effects). It is observed that the least
CHTC values for the windward and leeward surfaces lie at higher planar densities, whereas
the highest CHTC corresponds to the combination of the lowest planar and highest frontal
densities. An increase in planar area density increases the CHTC at smaller frontal densities
for top and lateral surfaces. The study shows the overall CHTC estimate from conventional
models may have mostly been overestimated from the real values in city neighborhoods.
Moreover, the general adoption of the windward CHTC as the dominant value among all
surfaces may not be the case at higher planar densities, where most practical city
neighborhood densities fall.
The main contributions of the overall research are:
•

Convective heat transfer is affected by the built microclimate, buildings packing
density.

•

Convective heat transfer coefficient behaves differently in different roughness
regimes.

•

Estimation of CHTC from an isolated cube studies overestimates convective heat
loads for windward and leeward faces; may underestimate the value from lateral
and top surfaces.

•

A new canopy (local) scale velocity may be used to characterise the microclimatic
velocity field near buildings.

•

CHTC may be expressed by a local velocity scale at the canopy to obtain density
effects.

•

Both planar and frontal densities of canopies influence CHTC.
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•

Large frontal but low planar area (slender) building stock exhibit the largest CHTC
(for all orientation).

•

Large frontal and large planar (large foot print) buildings exhibit the lowest CHTC
for at least windward and leeward surfaces.

•

The windward CHTC may not be the dominant value as is mostly considered.
CHTC from lateral and top surfaces may dominate in the contribution, for midfrontal and large-planar densities.

•

Convectional isolated block studies have been dealing with the low-density extreme
of density pair matrix, where real neighbourhoods hardly exist. CHTC zone may
assigned for various land-use class designated areas in various cities.

6.2

Future work

This new analytical canopy wind flow model can be further investigated within topics that
include the determination of displaced log-law parameters, improvement in the boundarylayer profile through better turbulent mixing-length scale representation, roughness, or
canopy density transitions, etc. An improved version of this model is being considered for
a wider range of packing densities.
Both analytical mean velocity profile and the CFD simulation has been obtained for
building like surfaces of homogeneous or quasi-hetrogeneous bluff bodies. Additional
simulations at very large densities may be conducted to address the applicability of the
model to a broader range.
The real heterogeneity of the urban form (the randomness of variability in height) has not
yet been investigated, and thus, the results of the current model remain better estimations,
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only to such conditions. This research can be advanced by considering additional
heterogeneity in the form transitions of density, as in changes from the outskirts to the
urban downtown.

Appendices
Appendix A: Reynolds Stress Transport Equation
The transport equation for the Reynolds stress tensor R is:
𝜕
𝟐
ഥ ) = ∇ ∙ 𝑫 + 𝑷 − 𝑰𝜸𝑴 + 𝝋 + 𝝆𝜺 + 𝑺𝑹
(𝜌𝑹) + ∇ ∙ (𝜌𝑹𝑽
𝜕𝑡
𝟑
ഥ is the mean velocity, D is the Reynolds Stress Diffusion, P is the
where: ρ is the density, 𝑽
Turbulent Production, G is the Buoyancy Production., I is the identity tensor, 𝜸𝑴 is the
Dilatation Dissipation, 𝝋 is the pressure strain tensor, 𝜺 is the turbulent dissipation rate
tensor, SR is a source term.
For the Linear Pressure Strain models, the dissipation is simply:
𝜺=

𝟐
𝜺𝑰
𝟑

Seven equations must be solved (as opposed to the two equations of a K-Epsilon or a KOmega model): six equations for the Reynolds stresses (symmetric tensor) and one
equation for the isotropic turbulent dissipation ε.
Reynolds Stress Diffusion
The following simple isotropic form of the turbulent diffusion is adopted, i.e.
𝝁

𝑫 = (𝝁 + 𝝈 𝒕 ) 𝛁R
𝒌
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where: μ is the dynamic viscosity, σk is a Model Coefficient.
The turbulent viscosity μt is computed as: 𝝁𝒕 = 𝝆𝑪𝝁

𝒌𝟐
𝜺

where: Cμ is a Model Coefficient.
The turbulent kinetic energy k is defined as:
𝒌=

𝟏
𝒕𝒓(𝑹)
𝟐

where tr(R) is the trace of the Reynolds stress tensor (sum of the squares of the diagonal
terms).
Turbulent Production
The turbulent production is obtained directly, without recourse to modeling as follows:
ഥ 𝑻 + ∇𝑽
ഥ ∙ 𝑹𝑻 )
𝑷 = −𝝆(𝑅 ∙ ∇𝑽
Isotropic turbulent dissipation rate (ε) equation
The isotropic turbulent dissipation rate is obtained from a transport equation analogous to
the K-Epsilon model (and with identical boundary conditions):
𝜕
𝝁
𝜺
𝟏
ഥ ) = ∇ ∙ [(𝝁 + 𝒕 ) 𝛁𝜺] + [𝑪𝜺𝟏 ( 𝒕𝒓(𝑷)) − 𝑪𝜺𝟐 𝜌𝜺]
(𝜌𝜺) + ∇ ∙ (𝜌𝜺𝑽
𝜕𝑡
𝝈𝜺
𝒌
𝟐
where: σε, Cε1, and Cε2 are Model Coefficients.
Dilatation Dissipation Rate
The dilatation dissipation 𝜸𝑴 is modeled as:
𝜸𝑴 = 𝝆𝑪𝑴

𝒌𝜺
𝒄𝟐

where: CM is a Model Coefficient, c is the speed of sound.
Table A.1: Model Coefficients
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Coefficient

Linear Pressure Strain Two Layer

σk

0.82

σε

1

CM

2

Cs

0.2

Cε1

1.44

Cε2

1.92

Cμ

0.09
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